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NATIONAL ASSEMBLY FOR WALES’ ENVIRONMENT AND SUSTAINABILITY 
COMMITTEE’S SHORT INQUIRY INTO GLASTIR 

 
Introduction 

 
NFU Cymru welcomes the opportunity to submit written evidence to the Environment and 
Sustainability Committee’s short inquiry into Glastir. We look forward to supporting this 
written evidence orally at a meeting of the group on the 17th May. NFU Cymru represents 
22,380 farmers, managers and partners in agricultural businesses including those with an 
interest in farming and the countryside. 
 
1. NFU Cymru would wish to make clear our commitment to having a fit for purpose agri 
environment scheme in Wales and having a scheme that is accessible, recognises the 
environmental gains and benefits both for those entering the scheme and for the wider rural 
economy. Going forward it must be flexible enough to incorporate the sustainable 
intensification of agriculture as we meet the new global food challenges whilst at the same 
time preserving biodiversity, and allowing us to deal with any challenges that reform of the 
CAP may bring upon us. 
 
2. Confidence in any scheme is paramount to get participation and sadly despite 
warnings to Welsh Government by NFU Cymru, introducing the All Wales Scheme without a 
meaningful pilot exercise has backfired with all the negative publicity and problems scheme 
creation ‘on the hoof’ has generated. Glastir did not live up to expectations because the 
scheme and it prescriptions were not thoroughly thought through or robustly tested before 
roll out. 
 
3. NFU Cymru recognises that now we are where we are and we are keen to work with 
Welsh Government through the current Glastir stocktake exercise to try and make the 
scheme ‘fit for purpose’. Wales in the past was recognised as one of the innovators of agri 
environment in Europe through the Tir Gofal Scheme and we need to regain that status 
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which can only be achieved by Welsh Government being mindful of the practicalities of the 
scheme and working with land managers, acknowledging and seeking to address their 
concerns. 
 
4. Progress has been made following the Rees Roberts Review but more can be done. 
 
5. On the positive side we appreciate that the value of points and the points limit per 
option have generally been increased. We are however extremely disappointed and 
frustrated that Government did not accept NFU Cymru’s early concerns and contention 
expressed at stakeholder meetings that Glastir would need to be based on income forgone 
and thus could not be used to reflect or compensate for the natural and permanent 
handicaps of farming in the LFA for which there are alternative and specific measures.  This 
failure has now left hill and upland farmers without a dedicated support mechanism.  
 
6. We recognise some progress has been made towards reducing the size of the 
application pack and the further development of the electronic score sheet. In fact application 
is now difficult without access to the electronic score sheet and this needs to be made more 
explicitly clear to applicants. 
 
7. Moving the application window to nearer the start date has been welcomed but we 
feel that this could be progressed even further to a post 15th May date in the year preceding 
the scheme start. 
 
8. We welcome the removal of options limits but feel that this could be moved even 
further e.g. bird and bat boxes 
 
9. NFU Cymru questions the need for regional packages as it over complicates the 
scheme with a very limited uplift in points (10%). Only 9 applicants are signed up under the 
regional packages in 2012 which in our view is a reflection of this complexity. 
 
10. NFU Cymru welcome the changes to two metres in the hedge width as we feel that 
the original scheme in general failed to recognise in points terms the value of existing 
habitats not only to conservation but also to the landscape in general. 
 
11. We also encourage Welsh Government to include dry stone walls and earth banks as 
point scoring options (both their maintenance and their creation). Until this is done the Glastir 
scheme will never be a truly all Wales scheme, and ironically it is LFA farms who often have 
these highly significant traditional boundaries as habitats and as landscape features yet no 
recognition for their maintenance. 
 
12. It should not be a condition of the scheme that a stocking diary needs to be kept for 
the whole farm. Stocking details should only be required for those identified habitats with 
specific stocking or date prescriptions and not where compliance is measured in sward 
height terms. An activity diary should not need to be kept for land not subject to 
prescriptions. In terms of communication it is apparent that of those 1698 farms that have 
entered Glastir AWE in 2012 many were not even aware of the need to do this. 
 
13. NFU Cymru welcomes the mixed stocking and the traditional breeds option on habitat 
land. However we feel that the stocking rates remain too restrictive and lack flexibility in the 
upland options. For example there is no recognition that summer stocking rates could be 
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higher without habitat detriment where stock are removed during the winter and that 
Agrostis/Fescue swards can sustain appreciably higher stocking rates compared with 
Nardus/Molinia swards. We welcome the low inputs option for upland grassland which we 
believe will go some way towards helping upland farmers gaining the necessary points. 
 
14. There is increasing pressure from milk buyers for their producers to be part of an agri-
environment scheme. Ideally we want Glastir AWE to be this scheme rather than be forced 
into a position where, to meet buyer demands, there would need to be consideration of 
instigating a separate private environment assurance type scheme. We welcome the 75% 
slurry injection option which we believe is a step forward in helping dairy farmers enter the 
scheme but further work needs to be done to make this scheme an attractive option for the 
Dairy sector. We believe that there would be merit in specifically looking at a number of 
intensive dairy farms to see how the scheme can be made more attractive to dairy farmers. 
 
15. Another shortcoming of Glastir is the disconnection between the AWE and Targeted 
element. This, we are led to believe  is in the process of being addressed with the eventual 
and welcome aim that AW and targeted elements will run concurrently. As things stand at 
present a farmer needs to make a 5 year commitment to Glastir without knowing if he will 
also be eligible for targeted element. This does not make business sense. 
 
16. Option 8, continued management of existing streamside corridor, is now available on 
woodland with thousands of important dingles along streams in Wales; this is to be 
welcomed. We would also ask for this to be extended further to allow unimproved land to 
qualify for points where the farmer is prepared to increase the management by fencing this 
land. 
 
17. NFU Cymru believes that the Welsh Government needs to revisit other suggestions 
that were rejected following the Rees Roberts Review (dry stone walls already mentioned). 
Re-evaluating the benefits of high sugar grasses and minimum tillage should be a priority. 
We believe that despite WG stating that meeting the challenges of climate change was one 
of the key priorities for Glastir, prescriptions that would support this aim are  ‘thin on the 
ground’. Support for high sugar grasses and minimum tillage would go some way to 
addressing this issue. We feel that the WG should offer more flexible dates for arable 
operations than currently prescribed and management of scrub needs a points recognition in 
the AWE as well as being part of the Targeted Element. 
 
18. Finally on the AWE, farmers feel that one of the barriers to entry is the low value of 
points for existing habitats and features, in recognition of work already done in other 
schemes or very often at the farmers own costs. If this could be addressed (recognising of 
course the constraint of using income foregone figures) by putting a greater emphasis on 
costs incurred (which are within WTO rules) interest in the scheme would increase. As it is 
now, it means that for some farms the costs of achieving entry due to the works they need to 
carry out means they forfeit one or possibly two year’s annual payment on some farms. 
Therefore, in real terms, these farms will not be getting a five year payment but effectively a 
three or four year payment for entry into a five year commitment. As a result of this, farmers 
may well choose not to join the scheme. 
 
19. With regard to ACRES this is, in our view, an important element of both the scheme 
and the stated overall objectives of Welsh Government itself. We therefore welcome the fact 
that from an initial figure of less than 100 from the 2012 applications being offered entry, this 
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figure has now increased to 720 (approximately half of those in AWE). The ACRES element 
of the scheme was one of the primary reasons many farmers, in particular dairy producers, 
entered the AWE.  We are pleased that this has now belatedly been recognised. 
 
20. Moving forward we fail to see why it must be a condition that before being considered 
for ACRES farmers must be in the AWE. The Glastir Woodland Creation and Management 
Schemes do not make it compulsory that applicants are also in AWE. We cannot see why a 
distinction is drawn. This leads us on to a fundamental point that part schemes are not 
available in Wales and this is an omission that in our view needs to be re-examined with 
urgency. We believe that this approach could very much help with achievement of WFD 
targets. For example with the right financial support under Glastir a number of more intensive 
holdings who have not currently considered Glastir as an option would re-consider if the 
scheme was restricted to land adjoining water courses and not the whole farm.  There would 
be no environmental risk to this, as the rest of their farm would be subject to cross 
compliance.  
 
21. Lessons learnt from previous agri environment schemes have been seemingly lost. 
The reason for the success of Tir Gofal was that it was a mixture of annual and capital 
payments (with generally prompt payment for both). The capital investments were spread out 
over the five or ten year period of the scheme. A fundamental weakness of the current 
ACRES scheme in which applicants some with capital intensive projects with planning 
permission requirements is that farmers are expected to complete all the work within the first 
year of the scheme. Furthermore, they are expected to use consultants, which is further 
delaying the preparation of their application. This matter needs to be urgently addressed to 
allow those farmers who have been invited to apply for ACRES in 2012 the chance to make 
use of the grant scheme. 
 
22. NFU Cymru notes that around one third of Welsh common land is now under Glastir 
agreement, much of this is due to the good work of the Common Land Development officers. 
Perhaps the presence of such officers and their availability to assist applicants should also 
be reflected in the All Wales Element through funding from elsewhere in the Rural 
Development Plan. However near to 100% of common land was supported via the now 
defunct Tir Mynydd scheme which will represent a major loss to Welsh farmers running into 
many millions of pounds. Given the diversity of commons it is generally accepted that it is 
those commons with few graziers or with existing understanding between commoners have 
been those that have chosen to go in. Very real problems have been encountered in trying to 
secure agreements on the larger commons and perhaps the ‘one size fits all’ approach 
relating to percentage of commons participation needs to be revisited particularly if that 
common is already providing environmental and landscape and access benefits. We again 
come back to the recognition or indeed lack of recognition of existing practices in monetary 
terms. 
 
23. The educational aspect of Agri Environment schemes has always been important in 
the past but yet Glastir AWE fails to recognise and build on the achievements made by many 
farmers in communicating the message to young people and the general public. This needs 
re-examining. 
 
24. If Welsh Government is committed to encouraging increased uptake of Glastir then in 
our view there needs to be a significant simplification of the AWE of the scheme to make it a 
genuine entry level agri environment scheme that allows the majority of farmers the 
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opportunity to apply to the scheme without requiring outside assistance. In recent weeks we 
have also received reports that finalised 2012 contracts and maps do not fully reflect what 
had previously been agreed between the applicant and WG at interview. There is a need for 
all the scheme literature, application forms, interview process and record keeping 
requirements to fit in with the principles set out within the Working Smarter report. Unless the 
application process and implementation of Glastir AWE can be significantly simplified then 
the WG need to allow officers to help with applications for both elements of the scheme AWE 
and targeted. 
 
25. NFU Cymru believes that funding should be totally flexible between different areas of 
the scheme and regularly reviewed so that early decisions can be made to ascertain if 
internal movements of funds are necessary. The core of applications in AWE will be known 
early on in the financial year which allows the balance to be worked out for other parts of the 
scheme. Farmers are business people and like all businesses need to plan their investments 
and income. The earlier they are given an indication of qualification the better this will be all 
round. 
 
26. Turning to LFA support the clear and unequivocal view of NFU Cymru which we have 
made clear to the Deputy Minister Alun Davies on a number of occasions is that LFA (or in 
future ANC) support must come from Pillar 2. The additional payment to Areas of Natural 
Constraint mentioned in the CAP Reform consultation comes from Pillar 1 not from Pillar 2. 
This, we do not consider acceptable as it is diluting the SAF payment across all of Wales. 
The European Commission explicitly provides for compensatory allowances under Pillar 2 to 
be paid by National Governments to offset the effects of farming in areas of permanent 
handicap. The EC Commissioner Dacian Ciolos has in recent weeks reaffirmed the 
statements made by his staff that compensatory payments to farms affected by natural 
handicap (LFA farms) can be provided under a specific LFA scheme like Tir Mynydd if Welsh 
Government sees fit to do so. Sadly the position following the March 2012 payment is that 
Wales with approximately 80% of its land in the Less Favoured Area no longer has a 
scheme which recognises the difficulty and cost of farming in Wales’ Less Favoured Areas. It 
is disappointing that Wales is now one of the few countries in Europe without a dedicated 
LFA support mechanism.  
 
27. In this period of change we also believe it is important as part of this short inquiry that 
this Committee seeks confirmation from the Deputy Minister for Agriculture, Food, Fisheries 
and European Programmes that: 
 1)  £89m has been allocated for Axis 2 measures and that this is the  

spend on Axis 2 schemes in 2011 and 2012. 
2) A full breakdown of how this budget was spent on Axis 2 measures in 2011 and 
2012 should be sought. 
3) The projected spend on the various elements of the Glastir scheme for 2013 should 
be sought. 
4) the projected spend from 2014 onwards on agri-environment measures should be 

sought. 
 
28. With the removal of Axes under the RDP post 2014 a commitment to spending on agri 
environment schemes will be important in building industry confidence in the scheme 
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We would be happy to clarify/expand further on these points when NFU Cymru provides oral 
evidence  on 17th May. We commend the committee for its interest in this matter. 
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E&S(4)-15-12 paper 2 

Inquiry into Glastir – Evidence from the Farmer’s Union of 
Wales 

Evidence from the Farmers’ Union of Wales to the Environment 
and Sustainability Committee’s Inquiry into Glastir 

 

1. The Farmers’ Union of Wales welcomes the opportunity to 
submit evidence to the Environment and Sustainability 
Committee’s short inquiry into the Glastir Scheme. 

2. The FUW has welcomed the Minister’s invitation to provide 
constructive ideas on how to improve the Scheme and trusts that 
Committee’s timely review will help to inform this debate. 

3. The FUW was represented on the Welsh Assembly Government’s 
Glastir Stakeholders’ Group, which was set up following the 
Minister’s announcement in 2009, ostensibly to contribute to 
the development of the Glastir Scheme. 

4. The Union has spent a great deal of time discussing the Scheme 
with Welsh Government Ministers and officials since its 
inception, trying to feed in constructive ideas based on practical 
experience into the development of the Scheme.  

5. Unfortunately, over this time, industry concerns and suggestions 
were largely ignored, until the poor uptake of the Scheme during 
its first application round resulted in the Rees Roberts Review in 
2010. 

6. The FUW remains concerned that the Scheme is perceived by 
farmers as being complex and bureaucratic and the level of 
record keeping requirements, coupled with its focus on taking 
productive land out of farming, has resulted in poor uptake to 
date.  

Background 

7. Axis 2 of the Rural Development Plan covers measures to 
improve the environment and the countryside, including support 
for less favoured areas (Tir Mynydd). 

8. In May 2009, the Minister announced the introduction of a new 
Scheme, called Glastir, which would comprise two elements; the 
first open to all farmers in Wales and the second to be targeted 
at those areas which could deliver benefits on carbon storage, 
water quality, water storage, biodiversity, historic landscape and 
access. 

9.  In order to compensate for the end of the Tir Mynydd Scheme, 
which closed for new applications in 2010 and paid out for the 
last time in 2012, the then Minister, Elin Jones, announced that 
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those farming in Less Favoured Areas (LFAs) would be entitled to 
a 20% uplift in their All Wales Element (AWE)  payment to 
approximately £33.60/ha.  

10. Whilst the Union continues to oppose the decision to 
abandon a Less Favoured Area scheme based on long-
established handicap criteria, involving minimum bureaucracy, it 
has worked to ensure that Glastir is accessible to as many 
farmers as possible to help mitigate the impact the withdrawal 
of Tir Mynydd will inevitably have on the majority of farmers in 
Wales. 

11. The FUW continues to be concerned that although the 
implementation of Glastir might meet the Assembly’s 
environmental sustainability criteria, it remains unconvinced that 
the Scheme will deliver economic and social sustainability in 
rural areas. 

Progress on implementing the recommendations of the Rees 
Roberts Review 

12.  The Rees Roberts Review was instigated during November 
2010, following the poor response to the first Glastir application 
round. It focussed on the practicalities of on-farm 
implementation of the options available under the All Wales 
Element, but unfortunately fell short of examining the principles 
and stated outcomes of the Scheme. 

13.  Following a detailed review of the Scheme, within the 
parameters of the terms of reference, the group submitted 69 
recommendations to the Minister, many of which were 
implemented immediately, although some, such as the 
maintenance of traditional boundaries and flexibility for the 
sowing of arable crops, were rejected. 

14. There were also a number of recommendations 
considered as part of the Review which were not carried forward 
for a range of reasons. The FUW believe that these should now 
be revisited as part of a wider examination of the Scheme. 

15.  As outlined above, many of the recommendations such as 
reducing the size of the application pack and the provision of 
stand alone summaries, have been introduced, although the 
FUW also believes that, given the ‘overload’ of changes, 
guidance and information that surrounded the announcement of 
the Review, many farmers were confused by the process which 
could have resulted in them not going ahead with applications. 

16.  The FUW also believes that many farmers are still unaware 
of many of the changes implemented as part of the Rees Roberts 
Review and believes there is a need for a comprehensive 
communication strategy to highlight the changes that have been 
adopted since 2011. 
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Barriers to Entry  

17. The FUW believes that whilst the changes adopted 
following the Rees Roberts Review were to be welcomed, the 
lack of an effective communication plan meant that there were a 
number of prospective applicants who were unaware of the 
changes. 

18. This position was not helped by the difficulties in 
accessing up-to- date information on the Welsh Government’s 
website and the general confusion surrounding the Scheme 
amongst the farming community in general. 

19. One of the most helpful tools for farmers considering 
Glastir is the scorecard, which allows farmers to assess the work 
they need to undertake to achieve their points threshold for 
entry into Glastir. 

20. Unfortunately, for many farmers, the delays in updating 
the scorecard with the changes made following the Review 
meant that a number of farmers were unaware of the changes to 
the prescriptions, which may have acted as a barrier to uptake.  

21. The FUW also believes that the name ‘Glastir’ has now 
become synonymous with confusion and negative connotations 
and consideration should be given to whether the name of the 
Scheme should be changed as part of a review of the Scheme. 

22. Positive aspects of the Scheme, such as ACRES have been 
overshadowed by the negative perceptions of confusion and 
constant change associated with trying to deliver Glastir on an 
over ambitious timeline, which, the Union maintains should have 
been delayed until 2014.  

23. The publication of the ‘Greening’ proposals for CAP 
reform has created a great deal of concern amongst farmers 
that, signing up for Glastir could result in the need for major 
changes to agreements post 2014. 

24. Whilst the FUW has welcomed the Minister’s commitment 
to allowing farmers flexibility  to consider their future options 
when there is certainty on the final shape of the CAP reform, it is 
concerned that farmers are opting to ‘wait and see’ what the 
final regulations are.  

25. The decision to incorporate a capital element into the 
payment of the Scheme as opposed to running a stand alone 
capital grants scheme, has also acted as a barrier to entry as the 
premise of the payment versus points has never really been 
understood by the industry. 

26. The requirement for payments to be independently 
verified by an external body has meant that the payment per 
point has failed to reflect the reality of farm costings. Despite 
the uplift in the basic rate from £28 to £34, following the 2011 
review of payments, the loss of the 20% uplift for LFA farmers 
meant that their payments did not increase at all.   
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27. The Glastir Scheme originally proposed compensating 
farmers for the loss of Tir Mynydd through a 20% uplift in AWE 
payments. In failing to get this element through the EU, many 
farmers are concerned that there is no longer any support 
measure which recognises the handicaps of farming within the 
LFA.  

28. From an internal consultation undertaken to provide this 
evidence, many farmers who have chosen not to enter Glastir 
this year have cited the amount of additional record keeping 
required which makes the Scheme less attractive when compared 
with the amount of money which will be received.   

29. Those farmers with predominantly improved land have 
also commented that taking land out of production for such a 
small payment does not make financial sense.   

30. Barriers to entry remain the real or perceived complexity 
of the application process and the size of the application pack 
(acknowledging that this has been reduced for this year). 

31. Concerns about the general requirements of the Scheme, 
such as the activity diaries and other record keeping 
requirements which are not always fully understood by 
applicants are also cited as a reason for not applying to the 
Scheme. 

32. Whilst many of the recommendations of the Rees Roberts 
Review were adopted by the Minister, the lack of an effective 
communication plan and the rushed adoption of the 
recommendations meant that many of the improvements are still 
misunderstood or not known by the wider farming community. 

33. The FUW is aware that there will be a number of farmers 
whose interest in the entry level Glastir will be dependent on 
gaining entry into the higher level scheme - i.e. those farmers 
currently in Tir Gofal and receiving substantial payments - and 
there remains concern that, some farmers will not be able to 
forward plan until they know whether they be accepted into the 
Higher level scheme.  

 Flexibility between the funding of different elements of the 
scheme. 

34. Given the poor uptake to the Glastir Scheme to date, it is 
vital to ensure that there is flexibility within the Scheme to allow 
for the movement of resources between elements of the 
Scheme.  

35. One of the most popular and successful elements of 
Glastir is the ACRES scheme which was heavily oversubscribed 
this year. The FUW was disappointed that initially only 120 
applications had been successful, but have welcomed the recent 
moves to increase this number, which is important, given the 
significant under-spend on Glastir to date.  
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36. In order to ensure that Axis 2 monies are not lost, due to 
the under-spend caused by the poor uptake of Glastir, the FUW 
believes that the budget for ACRES should be increased to allow 
more farmers to benefit from the Scheme and that a separate 
LFA component be introduced to mitigate the impact of the 
withdrawal of the Tir Mynydd Scheme. 

Funding available for farmers in less favoured areas 

37. Over 80% of Wales is designated as Less Favoured Area 
and, of that, 72% is categorised as Severely Disadvantaged Area. 
The current Tir Mynydd Scheme represents a significant 
proportion of the income of the majority of hill farmers, and the 
FUW is extremely concerned that, unless the Glastir Scheme is 
taken up by the majority of farmers, there could be severe 
impacts on farming families within these areas, with an 
inevitable knock-on effect on the wider rural economy. 

38. The final claim year for the Tir Mynydd Scheme was 2011 
and the final payment has just been made in March 2012. 

39. The real impact of the loss of the Tir Mynydd Scheme on 
cash flows will not be seen until 2013 when the reality of the 
Scheme’s demise impacts on the rural economy within the LFAs 
of Wales. 

40.  The Union also believes that there is an urgent need for 
an economic impact assessment within rural areas on the effects 
of the withdrawal of Tir Mynydd, so that measures to mitigate 
the likely losses can be developed. 

Conclusion 

41. Whilst acknowledging the positive changes that have been 
made to the Glastir AWE since the Rees Roberts Review, the FUW 
remains concerned that the Scheme is bureaucratic and the level 
of record keeping required goes well beyond that of an ‘Entry 
Level Scheme’ 

42. In welcoming the Minister’s latest review of Glastir, the 
FUW hopes that there is the scope and will to go further than 
tinkering around the edges of the Scheme, so that it becomes a 
practical proposition for the majority of farmers in Wales.  
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E&S(4)-15-12 paper 3 

Inquiry into Glastir – Evidence from the CLA 

 

CLA Wales paper of written evidence for the Environment and 
Sustainability Committee in advance of the oral evidence session 
on Glastir on 17 May 2012 

In reply to the Committee’s questions:- 
 
Q: The progress made by the Welsh Government to implement the  
 recommendations made by the Rees Roberts review 

CLA Wales welcomed the changes made following the Rees Roberts review, but we 
think that they did not go far enough in addressing many of the issues identified by 
the group.  We would like the Welsh Government to revisit the minutes of the 
meetings to further discuss suggestions made by the group which were not adopted. 

For example: 

1. There is a strong feeling from members that diary keeping requirements are too 
onerous. They accept that a diary is required for land under management within the 
scheme but they do not accept that a diary needs to be kept for all land. 
 

2. Farmers would like more than two years to complete capital works. 

Q: The greatest barriers to the scheme are:- 

• Market buoyancy means that the small payment offered per hectare under Glastir is 
not so appealing. 
 

• The bad press surrounding Glastir puts people off. 
 

• The requirement for the creation of habitats rather than the maintenance of existing 
ones. Farmers are discovering that by having already completed work to improve 
field boundaries, they would have to create more habitat in order to get enough 
points to get into the scheme. Many are looking for support in maintaining their most 
valuable habitats rather than utilising improved land in the creation of new habitat. 
CLA Wales believes that we should be working to maintain and improve our existing 
habitat, rather than converting improved or even semi-improved land away from food 
production. We are also concerned that any farmer who does convert improved land 
to habitat creation will result in a loss of capital value for that asset, as it is unlikely 
that it could be converted back to intensive grassland if habitat has been created on 
it. The CLA accepts that payments can only be made on the basis of compensation 
for profit foregone plus costs, but we do believe that a more creative approach can 
be made when creating management options. 
 

• Misunderstanding of payment rates with an assumption that they are being paid less 
than they would for any activity under Tir Gofal. 
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• The assumption that it is difficult to complete the application form. 
 

• The scheme is very complicated, especially considering that it is supposed to be an 
entry level scheme. For example, the regional options had very little uptake and are 
very difficult for potential applicants to grasp. 

Q: Funding arrangements, including: 
 

Flexibility between the funding of different elements of the scheme 

ACRES has been a good driver for the scheme.  Many farmers are entering Glastir 
All-Wales Element (AWE) in order to access ACRES. 

Targeted Element (“TE”) could be a good driver for the scheme, however, as 
farmers have no idea about the probability of gaining entry to the TE. They also have 
no clear indication of what may be required or what they are likely to be paid. There 
is also a great time lapse between expressing an interest in Glastir until TE can be 
taken up. We would recommend that the TE scheme could be made available to all 
farmers within the targeted areas, not just the ones who have already entered into 
the AWE. This would then attract farmers into Glastir AWE. 

Forestry CLA Wales has great concerns that the woodland element of Glastir is 
heading in the same direction as the originally launched Glastir AWE. The 
stakeholder group membership includes knowledgeable practitioners and 
stakeholder organisations that are all keen to ensure Glastir is successful and fit for 
purpose. CLA Wales is urging the Welsh Government to take on board advice from 
the stakeholder group in the development of the scheme. 

It is imperative that there is flexibility to move funds between different elements of 
Glastir to ensure that the budget is spent in each year. CLA Wales expects the 
number of applications to enter the scheme on 1 January 2013 to be limited. Land 
managers already engaged in agri-environment schemes will not be entering the 
scheme until 1 January 2014 after their existing schemes have come to an end.  

  

Funding available for farmers in less favoured areas (“LFA’s”) 

In looking at payments to LFA’s under Glastir, CLA Wales believes that we should 
consider the larger picture post CAP review. We believe that it is imperative that 
payments to all farmers in Wales should be equitable. There are fears that there 
could be a great increase in Single Farm Payments to LFA areas as a result of the 

CAP review. Therefore, payments under Glastir need to take into account the levels 
of payments made to LFA’s post CAP review. We also accept that there are 
limitations to payment rates for Glastir due to the World Trade Organisation 
parameters of payments being made for compensation for profit foregone plus costs. 
However, we believe that a more creative approach can be taken to ensure that an 
appropriate rate is paid. 

 
Contact: 
 
Sue Evans, Director of Policy, CLA Wales 
01547 317085 
sue.evans@cla.org.uk 
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_____________________________________________________________________________

NATIONAL ASSEMBLY FOR WALES ENVIRONMENT & SUSTAINABILITY
COMMITTEE 

INQUIRY INTO GLASTIR LAND MANAGEMENT SCHEME

SUBMISSION BY COUNTRYSIDE COUNCIL FOR WALES

Summary 
 
!!"#$%&'()%*#+,-*#(..(/+01-+2#+(#./%*%1+#%3-4%1'%#+(#+,%#!())-++%%5#"%#,63%#,64#
'(1*-4%/67&%#%8.%/-%1'%#-1#7(+,#+,%#4%*-91#614#+,%#4%&-3%/2#(:#69/-;%13-/(1)%1+#
*',%)%*5#<,%#-**0%*#$%#$-*,#+(#%).,6*-*%#6/%#6*#:(&&($*=#
#
!!"#$%&'()%*#+,-*#(..(/+01-+2#+(#./%*%1+#%3-4%1'%#+(#+,%#!())-++%%5#"%#,63%#,64#
'(1*-4%/67&%#%8.%/-%1'%#-1#7(+,#+,%#4%* -91#614#+,%#4%&-3%/2#(:#69/-;%13-/(1)%1+#
*',%)%*5#<,%#-**0%*#$%#$-*,#+(#%).,6*-*%#6/%#6*#:(&&($*=#
#
(i). CCW strongly supports the philosophy underpinning Glastir, in 
particular the recognition that an integrated approach to land management 
schemes can play a major role managing a wide range of ecosystem goods 
and services.

(ii). Along with a range of other agencies and NGO’s, CCW has devoted 
considerable effort to both the design and the delivery of Glastir. We will 
continue to play our part during the period leading up to the creation of the 
new body charged with managing Wales’ natural resources.  

(iii). Internationally important Natura 2000 sites and nationally important 
SSSI’s feature prominently amongst existing AWE and CLE contracts as well 
as in the list of farms selected for the Targeted Element (TE). CCW welcomes 
the role of the new scheme in bringing designated sites into appropriate 
management and is working to ensure that all necessary SSSI consents are in 
place.

(iv). Whilst the rate at which first round applications have been converted 
into contracts is rightly a cause for concern, initial signings have taken place at

Gofalu am natur Cymru - ar y tir ac yn y môr ! Caring for our natural heritage - on land and in the sea 

>/-:#?$244:6@A%64B06/+%/*#
####CDE?;F;GGFHHIHJ#>EHKAI?LDKHEMMJ#NDHLIK#OOPQ#RM"S##GGTH@<EO=#UVRWX#YXPPUUS##GGD!?@GDZ=##UVRWX#YPPQXR#

#

http://www.ccw.gov.uk  
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E13-/(1)%1+#614#?0*+6-167-&-+2#!())-++%%
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a time when most previously signed agri-environment contracts are still 
operative and against a backdrop of rising agricultural returns and 
uncertainties over CAP reform. Experience with other agri-environment 
schemes shows that many farmers wait to see whether “early adopters” are 
able to combine scheme requirements with the demands of running a 
successful farming business. In this sense, the existing 1700 AWE contract 
holders are likely to play a pivotal role over the next few years. 
#
(v). It will be vitally important to carry out sufficient “care and maintenance” 
visits. These are needed to ensure that all participants In Glastir fully 
understand their commitments under the new scheme. A mentoring 
programme should be established to ensure that existing contract holders can 
provide advice to applicants and new signings.  
#
(vi). Further major changes to the existing scheme prior to the launch of the 
new WRDP are likely to result in a loss of momentum.  Glastir is now the only 
available major tool with which to address ongoing biodiversity decline, meet 
WFD targets and ensure that farmers can play a central role in tackling climate 
change.

(viii). More work is needed to determine why such a high proportion of initial 
AWE applicants did not sign a contract, but CCW believes that the emphasis 
over the next 18 months should be on improving the processes by which 
Glastir applications are submitted and converted into contracts, establishing 
the TE delivery system and removing any incentives to create perverse 
environmental outcomes under the AWE. 

(ix). CCW has made eighteen recommendations in order to improve the 
delivery of Glastir (see section 10). Most are intended to improve the delivery 
process, but in order to safeguard the biodiversity value of existing semi-
natural habitats, we strongly believe the use of AWE options 15B and 15D 
should only be permitted on improved grasslands. 

(x). Despite the improvements already made, the Regional packages still add 
a significant level of complexity to the application packs. CCW supports the 
use of such packages, but feels that they could be delivered in a much more 
inspiring way. At the same time the quantity of paperwork sent to each 
applicant could be significantly reduced.    

(xi). The current requirement to obtain points from at least three AWE options 
is intended to ensure a reasonable level of uptake is maintained across the full 
range of prescriptions. CCW supports this approach in principle, but feels it 
can disadvantage farmers with large areas of semi-natural upland habitat. Such 
farmers should be able to obtain all of their points from just one habitat option 
provided they have enough land. 

(xii). Some 420 farms have now been selected for a visit under the TE 
including at least 70 commons. It will be essential to ensure that sufficient 
contract managers are in place to deliver this part of the scheme, bearing in 
mind that that implementation has only just begun.  

(xiii). Permitting TE participants to enter the AWE/CLE at the same time as 
signing a TE contract could lead to significant administrative savings. Such an 
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approach would simplify the process of preparing TE contracts whilst ensuring 
that the measures applied under different parts of Glastir are fully integrated. 

(xiv). The remaining Tir Gofal and Tir Cynnal contracts will come to an end on 
31st December 2013, risking the possibility that the rate of agri-environment 
participation will be lower during the early years of the next Wales Rural 
Development Plan than it is at present. Failure to secure investments already 
made will lead to a sharp decline in performance against previously agreed 
SSSI condition targets. 

1.  Introduction 
#
V5V5# <,%#!(01+/2*-4%#!(01'-&#:(/#"6&%*#',6).-(1*#+,%#%13-/(1)%1+#614#
&614*'6.%*#(:#"6&%*#614#-+*#'(6*+6&#$6+%/*#6*#*(0/'%*#(:#16+0/6&#614#'0&+0/6&#/-',%*J#
6*#6#:(0146+-(1#:(/#%'(1()-'#614#*('-6&#6'+-3-+2J#614#6*#6#.&6'%#:(/#&%-*0/%#614#
&%6/1-19#(..(/+01-+-%*5#"%#6-)#+(#)6^%#+,%#%13-/(1)%1+#6#36&0%4#.6/+#(:#%3%/2(1%_*#
&-:%#-1#"6&%*5#
#
V5R5# D9/-'0&+0/6&#&614#614#$((4&614#(''0.2#*()%#`Ua#(:#"6&%*5#N(+,#:6/)-19#614#
:(/%*+/2#-).6'+#*-91-:-'61+&2#(1#+,%#67-&-+2#(:#!!"#+(#4%&-3%/#696-1*+#-+*#'(/%#:01'+-(1*#
-1#/%&6+-(1#+(#7-(4-3%/*-+2J#&614*'6.%#614#.07&-'#6''%**#+(#+,%#'(01+/2*-4%5#!!"#
*+/(19&2#*0..(/+*#+,%#.,-&(*(.,2#014%/.-11-19#L&6*+-/J#-1#.6/+-'0&6/#+,%#/%'(91-+-(1#
+,6+#61#-1+%9/6+%4#6../(6',#+(#+,%#4%*-91#614#4%&-3%/2#(:#&614#)6169%)%1+#*',%)%*#
'61#.&62#6#)6b(/#/(&%#)6169-19#6#$-4%#/619%#(:#%'(*2*+%)#9((4*#614#*%/3-'%*5
#
V5Y5# <,%#"%&*,#L(3%/1)%1+#-*#'0//%1+&2#'())-++%4#+(#'(1+-10-19#+(#6&&('6+%#6/(014#
QUa#(:#"%&*,#K0/6&#M%3%&(.)%1+#>&61#\"KM>]#/%*(0/'%*#+(#&614#)6169%)%1+#
40/-19#+,%#.%/-(4#RUVW;#RURUV5#"-+,-1#+,-*#'(1+%8+J#!!"#/%'())%14*#+,6+#+,6+#1%$#
"KM>#*,(0&4#'(1+-10%#+(#/%)6-1#:('0*%4#(1#)%6*0/%*#4%*-91%4#+(#/%3%/*%#
7-(4-3%/*-+2#&(**S#-)./(3%#$6+%/#)6169%)%1+S#+6'^&%#'&-)6+%#',619%S#*6:%906/4#
'0&+0/6&#&614*'6.%*#614#%1,61'%#.07&-'#6''%**#+(#+,%#'(01+/2*-4%#-1#&-1%#$-+,#%8-*+-19#
"%&*,#L(3%/1)%1+#614#Ec#+6/9%+*#RJYJWJP5##
#
V5W5# !!"#*0..(/+*#+,%#4%*-91#./-1'-.&%*#014%/.-11-19#+,%#./(3-*-(1#(:#+,%#L&6*+-/#
69/-;%13-/(1)%1+#*',%)%#72#+,%#"%&*,#L(3%/1)%1+5#",-&*+#+,%#./%*'/-.+-(1*#
636-&67&%#014%/#+,%#D&&#"6&%*#E&%)%1+#\D"E]#614#!())(1#O614#E&%)%1+#\!OE]#
/%B0-/%#&%**#'())-+)%1+#+,61#$6*#+,%#'6*%#014%/#./%4%'%**(/#*',%)%*#*0',#6*#<-/#
L(:6&J#.6/+-'-.6+-(1#-1#+,%*%#.6/+*#(:#L&6*+-/#*,(0&4#*+-&&#,%&.#+(#7/-19#67(0+#
-)./(3%)%1+*#-1#+,%#'(14-+-(1#(:#4%*-916+%4#*-+%*#614#+,%#*+6+%#(:#+,%#$-4%/#
'(01+/2*-4%5#<,%#)(/%#4%)614-19#<6/9%+%4#E&%)%1+#\<E]#+,%1#:('0*%*#"KM>#
/%*(0/'%*#(1#+,(*%#6/%6*#$,%/%#6'+-(1#-*#)(*+#0/9%1+&2#/%B0-/%4#-1#(/4%/#+(#)%%+#+,%#
7-(4-3%/*-+2J#$6+%/#614#'&-)6+%#',619%#+6/9%+*#*%+#72#+,%#"%&*,#L(3%/1)%1+#614#+,%#
Ec5#D#9/%6+%/#%).,6*-*#(1#&614*'6.%#614#.07&-'#6''%**#-**0%*#$(0&4#6&*(#*%%)#+(#
7%#6../(./-6+%J#7%6/-19#-1#)-14#+,%#/(&%#(:#+(0/-*)#$-+,-1#+,%#"%&*,#%'(1()25######
#

V
 Sustaining a Living Wales: A Green Paper on new approach to natural resource management in Wales. Welsh Government 

Consultation Document. January 2012.  (page 15)  
2
 Sustaining a Living Wales: A Green Paper on a new approach to natural resource management in Wales. January 2012. 

(pages 7-8) 
3
 Environment Strategy for Wales (2006). Welsh Government. 

4
The European Environment – State and Outlook 2010. European Environment Agency. Accessible at:

http://www.eea.europa.eu/soer/synthesis/synthesis/chapter1.xhtml 
5
 EU Biodiversity Strategy. Accessible at: 

http://ec.europa.eu/environment/nature/biodiversity/comm2006/pdf/2020/1_EN_ACT_part1_v7[1].pdf  
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#
2.  CCW’s Role in Glastir 
#
R5V5# M0/-19#+,%#.%/-(4#RUU`;VUJ#)0',#(:#!!"_*#-1.0+#+(#+,%#1%$#*',%)%#-13(&3%4#
643-*-19#(1#+,%#4%*-91#(:#+,%#)6169%)%1+#(.+-(1*#+(#7%#0*%4#$-+,-1#+,%#D"EJ#!OE#
614#<E5#!!"d*#*'-%1+-:-'#614#643-*(/2#*+6::#6&*(#$(/^%4#'&(*%&2#$-+,#ED"#614#+,%#
3(&01+6/2#*%'+(/#-1#6**-*+-19#K0/6&#D::6-/*#+(#./%.6/%#+,%#Le?#)6.*#0*%4#+(#*%&%'+#
:6/)*#:(/#.6/+-'-.6+-(1#-1#+,%#<E5#

R5R5# I3%/#+,%#&6*+#%-9,+ %%1#)(1+,*J#!!"d*#/(&%#,6*#*,-:+%4#614#1 ($#-1' &04%*#6#
)0',#9/%6+%/#%).,6*-*#(1#643 -*-19#(1#* ',%)%#4%&-3%/2#6*#-+#6::%'+*#4%*-916+%4#
*-+%*5#D&&#L&6*+-/#6..&-' 6+-(1*#$,-',#-13(&3%#.&6'-19#)6169%)%1+#(.+-(1*#(1#?-+%*#(: #
?.%'-6&#?' -%1+-:-'#e1+%/%*+#\???e]#/%B0- /%#./-(/#'(1*0&+6+-(1#$-+, #!!"#7%:(/%#+,%#
'(1+/6'+#'61#7%#-**0%4 f5#<,-*#6../(6',#-*#4%*-91%4#+(# %&-)-16+%#+,%#/-*^#(:#6#:6/)%/#
*-91-19#6#L&6*+-/#'(1+/6'+#6::% '+-19#61#???e#(1&2#+(#4-*'(3% /#+,6+#+,%#'(1+/6'+#'611(+#
7%#-).&%) %1+%4#6*#!!"#-*# 0167&%#-**0%#'(1*%1+ #:(/# +,%#/%&%361+#)6169%)%1+#
(.+-(1\*]5##

R5Y5# D+#&%6*+#RXW#(:#+,%#D"E#6..&-'6+-(1*#/%'%-3%4#40/-19#+,%#:-/*+#/(014#6/%#^1($1#
+(#-13(&3%#???ed*5#!!"#,6*#1($#./('%**%4#RUW#'6*%*J#70+#Rf#(:#+,%*%#1%%4#+(#7%#
/%3-*-+%4#($-19#+(#',619%*#+,6+#,63%#+6^%1#.&6'%#*-1'%#+,%#-1-+-6&#6..&-'6+-(1#$6*#
*07)-++%45#?07b%'+#+(#/%'%-3-19#+,%#1%'%**6/2#-1:(/)6+-(1#:/()#K>MJ#-+#-*#,(.%4#+,6+#
6&&#/%)6-1-19#:-/*+#/(014#'(1*%1+*#/%&6+-19#+(#+,%#D"E#'61#7%#-**0%4#72#)-4;C62#
RUVR5##

R5W5# D#:0/+,%/#VVY#???ed*#6/%#%-+,%/#$,(&&2#(/#.6/+&2#'(3%/%4#72#+,%#:-/*+#/(014#(:#
!OE#'(1+/6'+*#$,-&*+#*()%#RPU#<E#'6*%*#6/%#6&*(#^1($1#+(#6::%'+#???ed*5#",-&*+#
*0',#6#*-91-:-'61+#/(&%#-1#???e#)6169%)%1+#-*#%8+/%)%&2#$%&'()%J#+,%#./('%**-19#(:#
+,%#1%'%**6/2#'(1*%1+*#6&*(#.&6'%*#*07*+61+-6&#4%)614*#(1#!!"d*#K%9-(16&#*+6::5#
<,-*#-*#%*.%'-6&&2#1(+-'%67&%#-1#+,(*%#!!"#M-*+/-'+*#$,%/%#L&6*+-/#???e#'6*%*#6/%#
)(*+#,%63-&2#'(1'%1+/6+%45#e+#-*#6&*(#3%/2#%3-4%1+#+,6+#)612#(:#+,%#L&6*+-/#
$(/^*+/%6)*#\D"EJ#<EJ#!OEJ#$((4&614#'/%6+-(1#614#$((4&614#.&61+-19]#(3%/&6.#-1#
+%/)*#(:#+,%#+-)-19#(:#+,%#-1.0+*#/%B0-/%4#:/()#!!"5#<,%*%#-1.0+*#1($#'(3%/#+,%#
./(3-*-(1#(:#./%;6..&-'6+-(1#643-'%#+(#:6/)%/*J#L/6g-19#D**('-6+-(1*#614#!())(1#
O614#M%3%&(.)%1+#I::-'%/*#\!OMId*]S#1%9(+-6+-(1*#(3%/#???e#'(1*%1+*#:(/#+,%#D"EJ#
!OE#614#<ES#643-'%#(1#$((4&614#.&61+-19#614#$((4&614#)6169%)%1+#./(.(*6&*#
6&(19#$-+,#/%90&6/#&-6-*(1#$-+,#6#$-4%#/619%#(:#*+6::#:/()#6'/(**#+,%#K0/6&#D::6-/*#
M%.6/+)%1+5####
#
R5P5# "-+,#*+6::#:/()#6'/(**#6&&#!!"#K%9-(1*#1($#'())-++-19#*07*+61+-6&#/%*(0/'%*#
+(#L&6*+-/J#+$(#.6/+;+-)%#./('%**#)6169%/*#,63%#7%%1#/%'%1+&2#6..(-1+%4#-1#(/4%/#+(#
)6169%#46+6#:&($*#614#'(;(/4-16+%#+/6'^-19#(:#'(1*%1+*#6'/(**#+,%#(/961-*6+-(15#
!!"#*+6::#6/%#&-6-*-19#$-+,#+,%#K0/6&#>62)%1+*#M-3-*-(1#(1#6#$%%^&2#76*-*#/%96/4-19#
7(+,#-14-3-406&#'6*%*#614#+,%#(3%/6&&#'(1*%1+-19#./('%**5#!!"#-*#6&*(#-1+%14-19#+(#
/%3-%$#-+*#-1+%/16&#L&6*+-/#./('%**%*#+(#*%%#-:#+,%*%#'61#7%#-)./(3%4#:/()#+,%#
.%/*.%'+-3%#(:#7(+,#???e#($1%/*#614#*+6::5##
####
R5f5# ",-&*+#*+6::#,63%#7%%1#$(/^-19#,6/4#+(#%1*0/%#+,6+#'(1*%1+*#6/%#./(3-4%4#+(#
'(3%/#612#L&6*+-/#6..&-'6+-(1*#6::%'+-19#*+6+0+(/2#*-+%*J#!!"#1%3%/+,%&%**#,6*#6#&%96&#
40+2#+(#/%:0*%#612#./(.(*6&*#$,-',#$-&&#,63%#6#4%+/-)%1+6&#%::%'+#(1#+,%#:%6+0/%*#(:#61#
???e5#e1#.6/+-'0&6/J#+,%/%#-*#,-9,%/#70/4%1#(:#./((:#-1#+,%#'6*%#(:#-1+%/16+-(16&&2#

f
Legal advice is that CCW’s powers under the Wildlife and Countryside Act cannot be delegated to the Welsh Government. 
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-).(/+61+#*-+%*J#$,%/%#'().&-61'%#$-+,#+,%#E!#A67-+6+*#K%90&6+-(1*#)%61*#+,6+#612#
./(.(*6&*#(1#6#H6+0/6#RUUU#*-+%#*,(0&4#7%#/%:0*%4#01&%**#+,%#/-*^#(:#643%/*%#
'(1*%B0%1'%*#'61#7%#/0&%4#(0+5#
#
R5Q5# <,%#-1+%/6'+-(1#7%+$%%1#???ed*#614#+,%#!OE#,6*#./(3%4#+(#7%#./(7&%)6+-'#-1#
*()%#'6*%*J#6&+,(09,#+,%#'().&%+-(1#(:#VUQ#L&6*+-/#!OE#'(1+/6'+*#40/-19#+,%#:-/*+#
/(014#(:#+,%#*',%)%#/%./%*%1+*#6#1(+67&%#*0''%**5#H%6/&2#fXJUUU,6#(:#'())(1#&614#
6/%#1($#014%/#)(/%#*0*+6-167&%#)6169%)%1+Q#(:#$,-',#1(#&%**#+,61#RYJXXU#,6#
\YPa]#-*#6''(01+%4#:(/#72#Y`#*%.6/6+%#???ed*5##
#
R5X5# e1#.6/+-'0&6/J#!!"#$(0&4#&-^%#+(#.62#+/-70+%#+(#+,%#$(/^#(:#+,%#!())(1#O614#
M%3%&(.)%1+#I::-'%/*5#>/%3-(0*#%8.%/-%1'%#$-+,#7(+,#<-/#!2)%1#614#<-/#L(:6&#,6*#
4%)(1*+/6+%4#+,6+#:6'-&-+6+(/*#.&62#61#%**%1+-6&#/(&%#-1#%1*0/-19#+,%#4%&-3%/2#(:#'(;
(.%/6+-3%#69/-;%13-/(1)%1+#*',%)%*5###
#
R5`5# ",%/%#+,%#'(14-+-(1#(:#61#???e#-*#*6+-*:6'+(/2#614@(/#01&-^%&2#+(#7%#46)69%4#
72#+,%#'(1+-106+-(1#(:#%8-*+-19#9/6g-19#./6'+-'%J#!!"#*+6::#,63%#7%%1#6*^-19#L/6g-19#
D**('-6+-(1*#+(#./(3-4%#4%+6-&*#(:#+,%-/#'0//%1+#*+('^-19#&%3%&*#6*#+,%#76*-*#:(/#61#
???e#'(1*%1+5#<,-*#-*#7%'60*%#+,%#)68-)0)#*+('^-19#&%3%&*#.%/)-++%4#014%/#+,%#
!OE#\614#$,-',#6..&2#6'/(**#+,%#$,(&%#(:#"6&%*#-//%*.%'+-3%#(:#&('6&#'(14-+-(1*]#
)62#7%#+((#,-9,#-1#*()%#-1*+61'%*5#e1#6#10)7%/#(:#'6*%*J#,($%3%/J#+,%#/%&%361+#
L/6g-19#D**('-6+-(1*#,63%#7%%1#01$-&&-19#+(#./(3-4%#*0',#:-90/%*#6*#+,%2#:%6/#+,6+#
612#/%*0&+-19#???e#'(1*%1+#)62#6::%'+#+,%-/#:0+0/%#?>?#%1+-+&%)%1+*#614@#(/#+,%-/#
'6.6'-+2#+(#-1'/%6*%#9/6g-19#&%3%&*#(1'%#612#L&6*+-/#'(1+/6'+#'()%*#+(#61#%145#
#
R5VU5# e1#(/4%/#+(#644/%**#*0',#:%6/*J#!!"#,63%#./(3-4%4#"%&*,#L(3%/1)%1+#$-+,#6#
$/-++%1#*+6+%)%1+#/%96/4-19#+,%#+/%6+)%1+#(:#%8.-/%4#H(+-'%*#(:#!(1*%1+5#<,-*#,6*#
6&*(#7%%1#*,6/%4#$-+,#/%&%361+#*+6^%,(&4%/*#*0',#6*#+,%#"6&%*#!())(1*#G(/0)5#e1#
.6/+-'0&6/J#6*#614#$,%1#L&6*+-/#'(1+/6'+*#%8.-/%J#L/6g-19#D**('-6+-(1*#$-&&#%-+,%/#7%#
67&%#+(#'(1+-10%#9/6g-19#6+#+,%#&%3%&*#.%/)-++%4#014%/#L&6*+-/#\./(3-4%4#+,-*#,6*#1(+#
'60*%4#46)69%#+(#+,%#???e]#(/#$-&&#0*06&&2#7%#67&%#+(#/%3%/+#+(#+,%#&%3%&*#614#.6++%/1#
(:#9/6g-19#6..&-'67&%#6+#+,%#+-)%#+,%#???e#$6*#:-/*+#1(+-:-%4#\-1#*()%#'6*%*#+,-*#)62#
/%B0-/%#6#:0/+,%/#'(1*%1+#:/()#+,%#1%$#?-19&%#N(42J#4%.%14-19#(1#+,%#$(/4-19#(:#+,%#
-14-3-406&#???e#1(+-:-'6+-(1]5##
#
#

3.  Scheme Delivery 

D9/-'0&+0/6&#O614#

Y5V5# D#+(+6&#(:#R`WU#L&6*+-/#6..&-'6+-(1*#$%/%#*07)-++%4#40/-19#+,%#:-/*+#/(014#(:#+,%#
D"E5#<,%#)6b(/-+2#(:#+,%*%#6//-3%4#40/-19#+,%#&6*+#+,/%%#462*#(:#+,%#6..&-'6+-(1#
$-14($5#<,%#<-/#L(:6&#*',%)%#6&*(#*+6/+%4#/%&6+-3%&2#*&($&2J#$-+,#(1&2#VYXV#
6..&-'6+-(1*#/%'%-3%4#-1#+,%#:-/*+#/(014#614#XQQ#-1#+,%#*%'(145#E8.%/-%1'%#$-+,#(+,%/#
69/-;%13-/(1)%1+#*',%)%*#*,($*#+,6+#)612#:6/)%/*#$6-+#+(#*%%#$,%+,%/#h%6/&2#
64(.+%/*i#6/%#67&%#+(#'()7-1%#*',%)%#/%B0-/%)%1+*#$-+,#+,%#4%)614*#(:#/011-19#6#
*0''%**:0&#:6/)-19#70*-1%**5#M0/-19#+,%#:-/*+#/(014#(:#L&6*+-/#6..&-'6+-(1*J#+,-*#
+%14%1'2#(1#+,%#.6/+#(:#)612#:6/)%/*#+(#+6^%#6#/%&6+-3%&2#'60+-(0*#6../(6',#$6*#
/%-1:(/'%4#72#+,%#"%&*,#L(3%/1)%1+d*#4%'-*-(1#+(#%8+%14#+,%#%8-*+-19#<-/#L(:6&#614#
<-/#!2116&#'(1+/6'+*#6&(19*-4%#+,%#<-/#C21244#*',%)%5##
#

Q#Welsh Government Ministerial Statement on Glastir. 1st February 2012. 
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Y5R5# <,%#+(+6&#10)7%/#(:#D"E#'(1+/6'+*#6/-*-19#(0+#(:#+,%#:-/*+#/(014#1($#*+614*#6+#
Vf`X#614#+,%*%#'(3%/#61#6/%6#(:#VPWJUVW#,%'+6/%*5#",-&*+#6#'(13%/*-(1#/6+%#(:#PXa#
-*#/-9,+&2#6#'60*%#:(/#'(1'%/1J#-+#-*#$(/+,#1(+-19#+,6+#+,%#6/%6#1($#014%/#'(1+/6'+#*+-&&#
/%./%*%1+*#*()%#`a#(:#+,%#"%&*,#69/-'0&+0/6&#&614#6/%65#C(/%(3%/J#+,-*#&%3%&#(:#
0.+6^%#,6*#7%%1#6',-%3%4#6+#6#+-)%#$,%1#)(*+#(:#+,%#./%3-(0*&2#*-91%4#69/-;
%13-/(1)%1+#'(1+/6'+*#$%/%#*+-&&#(.%/6+-3%5##
#
Y5Y5# G0/+,%/#-13%*+-96+-(1#-*#/%B0-/%4#+(#4%+%/)-1%#$,2#*0',#6#,-9,#./(.(/+-(1#(:#
-1-+-6&#D"E#6..&-'61+*#4-4#1(+#./('%%4#+(#*-91#6#'(1+/6'+5#e1#*()%#'6*%*#+,-*#)62#7%#
7%'60*%#-+#$6*#+((#4-::-'0&+#:(/#%8-*+-19#69/-;%13-/(1)%1+#.6/+-'-.61+*#+(#)%%+#+,%#
.(-1+*#+,/%*,(&4#/%B0-/%45#M%*.-+%#+,%#6**0/61'%*#./(3-4%4#72#+,%#"%&*,#
L(3%/1)%1+J#*()%#6..&-'61+*#&-^%&2#+(#,63%#7%%1#4%+%//%4#72#+,%#01'%/+6-1+-%*#
'/%6+%4#72#+,%#-).%14-19#/%:(/)#(:#+,%#!D>5#I+,%/*#)62#,63%#*%%1#/%'%1+#/-*%*#-1#
69/-'0&+0/6&#/%+0/1*#6*#./(3-4-19#61#6&+%/16+-3%#/(0+%#+(#70-&4-19#6#)(/%#*%'0/%#
70*-1%**#72#'().6/-*(1#$-+,#+,%#&%3%&*#(:#.62)%1+#636-&67&%#014%/#+,%#D"E5#G-16&&2J#
-+#6..%6/*#+,6+#*-91-:-'61+#./(.(/+-(1#(:#+,(*%#$,(#*07)-++%4#61#6..&-'6+-(1#)62#,63%#
7%%1#4%+%//%4#72#+,%#16+0/%#(:#+,%#./('%**#-1'&04-19#+,%#3(&0)%#(:#-1:(/)6+-(1#
./(3-4%4#-1#+,%#6..&-'6+-(1#.6'^*#6*#$%&&#6*#+,%#1%%4#+(#)6-1+6-1#6'+-3-+2#614@(/#
*+('^-19#4-6/-%*5####
#########

Y5W5# <,%#*%'(14#/(014#(:#+,%#D"E#,6*#/%'%1+&2#%14%4#$-+,#6#:0/+,%/#QUU#
6..&-'6+-(1*#7%-19#*07)-++%45#<,-*#:-90/%#-*#&($%/#+,61#%8.%'+%4J#-1#.6/+-'0&6/#*-1'%#
+,%#&6*+#<-/#C21244#.62)%1+*#$%/%#)64%#6+#+,%#*+6/+#(:#RUVR5##N2#'(1+/6*+J#+,%/%#
6..%6/*#+(#,63%#7%%1#*-91-:-'61+#&%3%&#(:#-1+%/%*+#-1#+,%#!OE#$-+,#6#:0/+,%/#PU#
%8./%**-(1*#(:#-1+%/%*+#\E(e]#*07)-++%45#K%&6+-3%&2#70(261+#69/-'0&+0/6&#/%+0/1*#
'(0.&%4#$-+,#+,%#./(*.%'+#(:#:0/+,%/#!D>#/%:(/)#*%%)#&-^%&2#+(#,63%#&%4#)612#
.(+%1+-6&#6..&-'61+*#+(#,(&4#76'^#:/()#+,%#D"E5#I+,%/#:6/)%/*#)62#,63%#7%%1#
4%+%//%4#72#+,%#16+0/%#(:#+,%#6..&-'6+-(1#./('%**#-1'&04-19#+,%#1%$#/%B0-/%)%1+#+(#
./(3-4%#61#611(+6+%4#)6.#6*#.6/+#(:#%6',#6..&-'6+-(15####

####

Y5P5# ",-&*+#6#+,-/4#6..&-'6+-(1#/(014#$-&&#./%*0)67&2#'())%1'%#%6/&2#-1#RUVYJ#+,%#
9%1%/6&#/%B0-/%)%1+#:(/#6&&#'(1+/6'+*#+(#7%#*-91%4#(1#V*+#j6106/2#-1#+,%#*07*%B0%1+#
2%6/#6..%6/*#+(#./%*%1+#*()%#4-::-'0&+-%*5#c14%/#+,%#'0//%1+#6//619%)%1+*J#6&&#
'(1+/6'+*#./%.6/%4#40/-19#RUVY#$(0&4#1%%4#+(#'())%1'%#(1#V*+#j6106/2#RUVW#k#72#
$,-',#+-)%#6#1%$#"6&%*#K0/6&#M%3%&(.)%1+#>&61#\"KM>]#-*#*0..(*%4#7%#-1#.&6'%5#
<,-*#-**0%#$-&&#,(.%:0&&2#7%#644/%**%4#$-+,-1#+,%#+/61*-+-(16&#K%90&6+-(1*#40%#+(#
%)%/9%#6*#.6/+#(:#+,%#(19(-19#!D>#/%:(/)#./('%**5#H%3%/+,%&%**J#-1#(/4%/#+(#
)6-1+6-1#)()%1+0)#014%/#+,%#L&6*+-/#./(9/6))%J#!!"#-*#^%%1#+(#%1*0/%#+,6+#6+#
&%6*+#(1%#)(/%#6..&-'6+-(1#/(014#-*#,%&4#014%/#+,%#60*.-'%*#(:#+,%#'0//%1+#"KM>5##

##

Y5f5# <,%#/%)6-1-19#<-/#L(:6&#614#<-/#!2116&#'(1+/6'+*#$-&&#'()%#+(#61#%14#(1#YV*+#
M%'%)7%/#RUVYJ#/-*^-19#+,%#.(**-7-&-+2#+,6+#+,%#/6+%#(:#69/-;%13-/(1)%1+#.6/+-'-.6+-(1#
$-&&#7%#&%**#40/-19#+,%#%6/&2#2%6/*#(:#+,%#1%8+#"6&%*#K0/6&#M%3%&(.)%1+#>&61#+,61#-+#
-*#6+#+,%#)()%1+5#"-+,#+,-*#-1#)-14J#!!"#7%&-%3%*#+,6+#+,%#%).,6*-*#(3%/#+,%#1%8+#
VX#)(1+,*#*,(0&4#7%#(1#-)./(3-19#+,%#./('%**#72#$,-',#L&6*+-/#D"E#614#!OE#
6..&-'6+-(1*#'61#7%#*07)-++%4#614#'(13%/+%4#-1+(#'(1+/6'+*#6*#$%&&#6*#(1#%*+67&-*,-19#
+,%#<E#4%&-3%/2#*2*+%)5#C6b(/#',619%*#+(#+,%#%8-*+-19#*',%)%#./-(/#+(#+,%#&601',#(:#
+,%#1%$#"KM>#'(0&4#/%*0&+#-1#6#:0/+,%/#&(**#(:#)()%1+0)J#%*.%'-6&&2#*-1'%#612#1%$#
./%*'/-.+-(1*#614@(/#.62)%1+#/6+%*#6/%#&-^%&2#+(#/%B0-/%#/%1%$%4#1%9(+-6+-(1*#$-+,#+,%#
E0/(.%61#!())-**-(1#6&(19*-4%#+,%#1%%4#+(#%8.&6-1#+,%#-).&-'6+-(1*#(:#6#/%;
4%*-91%4#*',%)%#+(#7(+,#1%$#614#%8-*+-19#6..&-'61+*5##
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#
Y5Q5# e+#-*#$(/+,#/%;3-*-+-19#+,%#%8.%/-%1'%#(:#+,%#<-/#L(:6&#*',%)%#:(&&($-19#+,%#:-/*+#
6..&-'6+-(1#$-14($#-1#V```5#I1#+,6+#(''6*-(1#1%6/&2#PUa#(:#+,%#6..&-'61+*#$%/%#
01*0''%**:0&#614#:6-&%4#+(#/%;6..&2#-1#+,%#*07*%B0%1+#/(014#4%*.-+%#+,%#:6'+#+,6+#+,%#
*%&%'+-(1#)%+,(4#,64#7%%1#',619%45#<,%#L&6*+-/#*',%)%#,6*#6&/%642#7%%1#+,/(09,#
*(#)612#',619%*#+,6+#6#.%/-(4#(:#*+67-&-+2#1($#6..%6/*#+(#7%#%**%1+-6&5#
#
#
"((4&614##
#
Y5X5# D+#+,%#(0+*%+#(:#+,%#4%3%&(.)%1+#(:#L&6*+-/J#*0..(/+#:(/#7(+,#$((4&614#'/%6+-(1#
614#$((4&614#)6169%)%1+#$6*#./(3-4%4#72#+,%#N%++%/#"((4&614*#:(/#"6&%*#\N""]#
*',%)%#6*#64)-1-*+%/%4#72#+,%#G(/%*+/2#!())-**-(1#"6&%*#\G!"]5##",-&*+#1%$#
L&6*+-/#"((4&614#!/%6+-(1#614#L&6*+-/#"((4&614#C6169%)%1+#?',%)%*#,63%#1($#
7%%1#4%3%&(.%4J#:0&&#-1+%9/6+-(1#(:#+,%#$((4&614#%&%)%1+#-1+(#L&6*+-/#\$-+,#
64)-1-*+/6+-(1#72#"%&*,#L(3%/1)%1+]#$-&&#1(+#(''0/#01+-&#+,%#%14#(:#RUVR5##D*#6#
/%*0&+J#+,%#'0//%1+#L&6*+-/#*',%)%#:6-&*#+(#./(3-4%#6#*%6)&%**#+/%6+)%1+#(:#+/%%#614#
$((4&614#-1'%1+-3%*5#G(/#-1*+61'%J#*()%#0.&614#6'-4#9/6**&614*#*07)-++%4#014%/#
D"E#6/%#.(+%1+-6&&2#636-&67&%#:(/#L&6*+-/#"((4&614#!/%6+-(1J#70+#6/%#&-^%&2#+(#7%#
&('^%4#-1#014%/#D"E#/%B0-/%)%1+#+(#)6-1+6-1#*%)-;16+0/6&#,67-+6+*#014%/#+,%#",(&%#
G6/)#!(4%5#e1#644-+-(1J#1(1;:6/)-19#6..&-'61+*#+(#+,%#L&6*+-/#$((4&614#*',%)%*#
+%14#+(#%8.%/-%1'%#)(/%#4-::-'0&+2#-1#4%6&-19#$-+,#./('%**%*#$,-',#6/%#4%*-91%4#
./-)6/-&2#:(/#69/-'0&+0/6&#*',%)%*5#
#
Y5`5# <,%#L&6*+-/#"((4&614#!/%6+-(1#?',%)% $6*#-1-+-6+%4#+(#4%&-3%/#+,%#+6/9%+#(:#
'/%6+-19#VUUJUUU,6#(:#1%$#$((4&614#(3%/#6#RU#2%6/#.%/-(4J#6*#/%'())%14%4#72#+,%#
O614#c*%#614#!&-)6+%#!,619%#/%.(/+#+(#"%&*,#L(3%/1)%1+#-1#RUVU5#<,%#6-)#$6*#+(#
./(40'%#6#*+/%6)&-1%4#6..&-'6+-(1#./('%**#614#+,%#/%*0&+-19#l$((4&614#(..(/+01-+-%*#
)6.d#(1#+,%#G!"#$%7*-+%#'6+%9(/-*%4#'(1*0&+6+-(1#/%B0-/%)%1+*#6''(/4-19#+(#6#
*.6+-6&&2#76*%4#6#*%+#(:#'(1*+/6-1+*#\-1'&04-19#7-(4-3%/*-+2#614#,-*+(/-'#:%6+0/%*]5##

Y5VU5# e1#./6'+-'%J#)612#&614($1%/*#6/%#)(/%#-1+%/%*+%4#-1#'/%6+-19#1%$#$((4&614#
(1#&614#(:#&($#./(40'+-3-+2J#)0',#(:#$,-',#-*#*%)-;16+0/6&#,67-+6+5##c1:(/+016+%&2#+,-*#
'61#'(1:&-'+#$-+,#+,%#./-1'-.&%#(:#'(1*%/3-19#./-(/-+2#,67-+6+*#614#*(;'6&&%4#*%'+-(1#WR#
*.%'-%*X5##<,%*%#,67-+6+*#614#*.%'-%*#'()./-*%#+,%#-14-'6+(/*#:(/#+,%#6',-%3%)%1+#(:#
I0+'()%#RV#(:#+,%#"6&%*#E13-/(1)%1+#?+/6+%92#\RUUf]#3-g=##

#
“The loss of biodiversity has been halted and we can see a definite recovery in the 
number, range and genetic diversity of species”. 

Y5VV5# !!"#'(1*-4%/*#+,6+#-+#-*#%**%1+-6&#+,6+#+,%#6**%**)%1+#(:#6..&-'6+-(1*#014%/#
+,%#L&6*+-/#"((4&614#!/%6+-(1#?',%)%#'(1+-10%*#+(#7%#'6//-%4#(0+#72#+/6-1%4#614#
:0&&2#-14%.%14%1+#(::-'-6&*#*(#6*#+(#63(-4#.(+%1+-6&#'(1:&-'+*#(:#-1+%/%*+5###
#
Y5VR5# !!"#-*#6&*(#'(1'%/1%4#+,6+#+,%#'0//%1+#L&6*+-/#"((4&614#!/%6+-(1#*',%)%#-*#
/%&6+-3%&2#-1:&%8-7&%5#G(/#-1*+61'%J#-+#'611(+#7%#0*%4#+(#6**-*+#$-+,#+,%#'/%6+-(1#(:#1%$#
$((4&614#72#16+0/6&#/%9%1%/6+-(1J#1(/#'61#-+#%6*-&2#7%#0*%4#+(#*0..(/+#+,%#
/%B0-/%)%1+*#(:#+,%#90-461'%#-1#New Native Woodlands#\G!#N0&&%+-1#VVR]5##D*#
./%3-(0*&2#)%1+-(1%4J#+,%/%#6/%#*()%#6/%6*#$-+,-1#4%*-916+%4#*-+%*#\???e]J#
.6/+-'0&6/&2#$-+,-1#+,%#0.&614*J#$,%/%#1%$#16+-3%#$((4&614#'/%6+-(1#$(0&4#7%#

X
As listed in section 42 of Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act 2006 (Habitats & Species of Principal Importance 

for Conserving Biodiversity in Wales) 
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7%1%:-'-6&J#70+#+,%#L&6*+-/#"((4&614#!/%6+-(1#*',%)%#)62#1(+#7%#6..&-'67&%#-1#*0',#
'6*%*#614#1(#(+,%/#9/61+#*',%)%*#6/%#636-&67&%#6+#./%*%1+5##e1#644-+-(1J#+,%/%#6/%#
(..(/+01-+-%*#%&*%$,%/%#+(#4%3%&(.#1%$#16+-3%#$((4&614*#$,-',#)%%+#,-9,%/#
%'(&(9-'6&#*+6146/4*#+,61#+,(*%#&-^%&2#+(#7%#./(3-4%4#014%/#+,%#L&6*+-/#"((4&614#
!/%6+-(1#?',%)%5#
#
Y5VY5# E8.%/-%1'%#(:#+,%#L&6*+-/#"((4&614#C6169%)%1+#?',%)%#-*#*+-&&#3%/2#&-)-+%4#
6*#+,%#:-/*+#$-14($#:(/#h%8./%**-(1*#(:#-1+%/%*+i#(1&2#'&(*%4#6+#+,%#%14#(:#C6/',#RUVR5##
D#10)7%/#(:#+,%#:6/)*#*%&%'+%4#:(/#+,%#L&6*+-/#<6/9%+%4#E&%)%1+#:6&&#$-+,-1#+,%#
$((4&614#(7b%'+-3%*#Le?#&62%/#614#$-&&#7%#6*^%4#+(#'6//2#(0+#$((4&614#)6169%)%1+#
6*#.6/+#(:#+,%-/#'(1+/6'+*5##e+#-*#*+-&&#+((#%6/&2#+(#9609%#,($#%::%'+-3%#+,-*#./('%**#$-&&#
7%5#####

4.  Implementation of Recommendations from the Rees Roberts Review 

W5V5# !!"#$6*#1(+#/%./%*%1+%4#(1#+,%#L&6*+-/#e14%.%14%1+#K%3-%$#L/(0.J#70+#
*07)-++%4#4%+6-&%4#'())%1+*#-1#$/-+-19`5#I0/#./-1'-.6&#'(1'%/1#6+#+,6+#+-)%#$6*#+(#
%1*0/%#+,%#)68-)0)#10)7%/#(:#L&6*+-/#'(1+/6'+*#$%/%#*-91%4#6*#*((1#6*#.(**-7&%5#
<,-*#6*.-/6+-(1#/%)6-1*J#6&(19*-4%#+,%#%8.%'+6+-(1#+,6+#%6',#-14-3-406&#D"E#'(1+/6'+#
$-&&#9%1%/6+%#61#%13-/(1)%1+6&#96-1#-1#-+*#($1#/-9,+#6*#$%&&#6*#./(3-4-19#6#*0-+67&%#
.&6+:(/)#:(/#+,%#4%&-3%/2#(:#+,%#<6/9%+%4#E&%)%1+5#
#
W5R5# L&6*+-/#-*#1($#+,%#)6-1#/(0+%#:(/#./()(+-19#+,%#%'(*2*+%)#6../(6',#+(#&614#
)6169%)%1+#6*#4%*'/-7%4#-1#h?0*+6-1-19#6#O-3-19#"6&%*i#6*#$%&&#6*#:(/#)%%+-19#+,%#
%13-/(1)%1+6&#+6/9%+*#*%+#(0+#+,%#"%&*,#E13-/(1)%1+#?+/6+%92#\%*.%'-6&&2#+,(*%#
/%&6+-19#+(#Ec;&%3%&#(7&-96+-(1*#-1#/%*.%'+#(:#H6+0/6#RUUU#*-+%*#614#+,%#"6+%/#
G/6)%$(/^#M-/%'+-3%]5#<,%#./%3-(0*#HD"#?0*+6-167-&-+2#!())-++%%#e1B0-/2#-1+(#
7-(4-3%/*-+2#-*#6&*(#/%&%361+J#-1#.6/+-'0&6/#+,%#/%'())%146+-(1#+,6+#“The review of the 
Glastir scheme should be utilised to make sure the scheme makes the best possible 
contribution to the achievement of biodiversity targets”. 

W5Y5# <,%#L&6*+-/#e14%.%14%1+#K%3-%$#L/(0.#)64%#f`#/%'())%146+-(1*#'(3%/-19#
7(+,#*',%)%#4%*-91#614#./('%**J#+,%#)6b(/-+2#(:#$,-',#$%/%#6''%.+%4#72#+,%#"%&*,#
L(3%/1)%1+5#!!"#$6*#.6/+-'0&6/&2#*0..(/+-3%#(:#+,%#./(.(*6&#+(#)%/9%#(.+-(1*#Vf;
VX#-1+(#6#*-19&%#0.&614#(.+-(1J#70+#$-+,#+,%#*+('^-19#/6+%*#'6&'0&6+%4#6''(/4-19#+(#+,%#
./(.(/+-(1*#(:#+,%#36/-(0*#*%)-;16+0/6&#,67-+6+*#'5:5#+,%#6../(6',#+6^%1#(1#'())(1#
&6145#<,%#'/%6+-(1#(:#1%$#(.+-(1*#WVD#614#WVN#,6*#*-91-:-'61+&2#/%40'%4#+,%#10)7%/#
(:#4-::-'0&+-%*#%1'(01+%/%4#-1#-**0-19#???e#'(1*%1+*#\+,%#./%3-(0*#0*%#(:#+,%#
h./%4()-161+#,67-+6+*#/0&%i#(:+%1#9%1%/6+%4#61#-16../(./-6+%#*+('^-19#/6+%]5###
#
W5W5# !!"#$6*#6&*(#7/(64&2#*0..(/+-3%#(:#+,%#./(.(*6&#+(#'/%6+%#6#/%40'%4#%1+/2#
&%3%&#+,/%*,(&45#<,-*#/%'())%146+-(1#,64#+,%#'6.6'-+2#+(#*-91-:-'61+&2#6::%'+#*',%)%#
(0+'()%*#;#$%6^%1-19#+,%)#-:#+,%#(3%/6&&#B061+-+2#(:#%13-/(1)%1+6&#(0+.0+*#$6*#
/%40'%4J#70+#*+/%19+,%1-19#+,%)#-:#:6/)*#+,6+#$(0&4#(+,%/$-*%#1(+#,63%#b(-1%4#+,%#
*',%)%#$%/%#%167&%4#+(#4(#*(5#e4%6&&2J#+,%#/%40'%4#%1+/2#&%3%&#*,(0&4#./(3-4%#6#
*+%..-19#*+(1%#:(/#)(/%#-1+%1*-3%&2#)6169%4#:6/)*#+(#)(3%#-1+(#+,%#:0&&#D"E#
*',%)%#6+#*()%#.(-1+#40/-19#+,%#:-/*+#:-3%#2%6/*#(:#+,%#'(1+/6'+5#?-)-&6/&2J#*-1'%#
.6/+-'-.61+*#-1#+,%#/%40'%4#%1+/2#&%3%&#6/%#1($#6&&($%4#+(#6''%**#D!KE?J#+,-*#*,(0&4#
./(3-4%#61#6&+%/16+-3%#+(#+,%#<E#$,%1#4%6&-19#$-+,#$6+%/#B06&-+2#-**0%*5#C(/%#$(/^#-*#
/%B0-/%4#+(#%*+67&-*,#+,%#%8+%1+#+(#$,-',#+,-*#-*#-14%%4#+6^-19#.&6'%5##

`
#A copy of CCW’s submission is available on request 
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#
W5P5# !!"#'(1+-10%*#+(#,63%#*07*+61+-6&#'(1'%/1*#67(0+#+,%#-).&%)%1+6+-(1#(:#6#
10)7%/#(:#(+,%/#K%3-%$#L/(0.#/%'())%146+-(1*5#e1#.6/+-'0&6/J#+,%#'/%6+-(1#(:#
(.+-(1*#VPN#614#VPM#6&&($*#:(/#6..&-'6+-(1*#(:#0.#+(#PU^9@,6#(:#-1(/961-'#1-+/(9%1#
6&(19*-4%#0.#+(#PU^9@,6#(:#(/961-'#1-+/(9%1#.%/#6110)#+(#6&&#.%/)61%1+#.6*+0/%*#
\-1'&04-19#%8-*+-19#*%)-;16+0/6&#,67-+6+*]5#>/%3-(0*#/%*%6/',#*,($*#+,6+#1-+/(9%1#
6..&-'6+-(1*#(:#(1&2#RP#^9@,6#.%/#2%6/#\6..&-%4#6*#-1(/961-'#:%/+-&-*%/]#'61#'60*%#
*-91-:-'61+#46)69%#+(#+,%#:&(/6#(:#*.%'-%*;/-',#9/6**&614*VU5#G6/)26/4#)610/%#-1.0+*#
(:#1(#)(/%#+,61#+,%#%B0-36&%1+#(:#67(0+#P;f#+(11%*#.%/#,6#.%/#2%6/#\%B0-36&%1+#YU;Yf#
^9#(1#H]#6..%6/#7%#*0-+67&%#:(/#+,%#)6-1+%161'%#(:#*.%'-%*;/-',#1%0+/6&#,62#
)%64($*#-1#7(+,#"6&%*#614#!0)7/-6VV5###

W5f# E8-*+-19#"%&*,#L(3%/1)%1+#+6/9%+*#:(/#*+%))-19#+,%#&(**#(:#N-(4-3%/*-+2#
D'+-(1#>&61#./-(/-+2#9/6**&614#,67-+6+*#6/%#&-^%&2#+(#7%#'()./()-*%4#72#+,%#0*%#(:#
(.+-(1*#VPN#[#VPM#-:#+,%*%#6/%#4%.&(2%4#(1#*%)-;16+0/6&#9/6**&614*5#<,%#
6..&-'6+-(1#(:#-1(/961-'#:%/+-&-*%/#+(#*%)-;16+0/6&#9/6**&614#-13(&3%*#)6^-19#61#
%8'%.+-(1#+(#+,%#L&6*+-/#",(&%#G6/)#!(4%#614#6..%6/*#+(#7%#'(1+/6/2#+(#+,%#
/%B0-/%)%1+*#(:#+,%#EeD#\c1'0&+-36+%4#O614]#K%90&6+-(1*#614#,%1'%#-1#7/%6',#(:#
'/(**#'().&-61'%5#C(/%(3%/#-+#$-&&#7%#7(+,#4-::-'0&+#614#'(*+&2#+(#/%*+(/%#+,%#
7-(4-3%/*-+2#36&0%#(:#*%)-;16+0/6&#9/6**&614*#(1'%#46)69%#,6*#7%%1#4(1%5#!!"#
,6*#+,%/%:(/%#/%'())%14%4#+,6+#I.+-(1*#VPN#614#VPM#*,(0&4#(1&2#7%#.%/)-++%4#(1#
69/-'0&+0/6&&2#-)./(3%4#9/6**&614*#\+,%*%#'()./-*%#)(/%#+,61#`Ua#(:#+,%#&($&614#
9/6**&614*#-1#"6&%*]5#e1#644-+-(1J#+,%#)68-)0)#&%3%&#(:#1-+/(9%1#.%/)-++%4#014%/#+,%#
D"E#\VUU^9@,6#.%/#2%6/]#*+-&&#6..%6/*#+(#7%#67(3%#+,%#'0//%1+#/6+%*#(:#6..&-'6+-(1#
(1#+,%#&%**#-1+%1*-3%&2#)6169%4#-)./(3%4#9/6**&614*#-1#"6&%*VR5#D*#6#/%*0&+J#+,-*#
.6/+#(:#+,%#D"E#6..%6/*#+(#7%#9%1%/6+-19#3%/2#&-)-+%4#%13-/(1)%1+6&#96-1J#$,-&*+#
.&6'-19#6+#/-*^#*()%#*-91-:-'61+#6/%6*#(:#$-&4&-:%#,67-+6+5#
#
W5Q5# !,619-19#+,%#.(-1+*#&-)-+*#6..&-%4#+(#+,%#36/-(0*#(.+-(1*#6*#6#/%*0&+#(:#+,%#
K%3-%$#*,(0&4#,63%#&%4#+(#*()%#7%1%:-+*#-1#+,%#0.&614*5#!!"#./(3-4%4#%3-4%1'%#
*,($-19#+,6+#+,%#./%;4()-161'%#(:#,67-+6+#&614#-1#+,%*%#*-+06+-(1*#)%61+#+,6+#)612#
:6/)%/*#$%/%#&%:+#$-+,#6#',(-'%#(:#3%/2#:%$#D"E#(.+-(1*#$,%1#6++%).+-19#+(#'(1*+/0'+#
61#6..&-'6+-(15#<,%#"%&*,#L(3%/1)%1+#,6*#1($#-).&%)%1+%4#+,%#K%3-%$#-1#*0',#6#
$62#+,6+#:6/)%/*#'61#%1+%/#+,%#*',%)%#+,/(09,#(7+6-1-19#0.#+(#`Ua#(:#+,%-/#.(-1+*#
:/()#6#*-19&%#,67-+6+#(.+-(1J#70+#6#)-1-)0)#(:#+,/%%#D"E#(.+-(1*#-*#*+-&&#1(/)6&&2#6#
/%B0-/%)%1+5##

W5X5# ",-&*+#*0..(/+-3%#(:#+,%#./-1'-.&%#+,6+#:6/)%/*#*,(0&4#7%#(7&-9%4#+(#',((*%#6+#
&%6*+#*()%#+,%#%13-/(1)%1+6&&2#)(/%#7%1%:-'-6&#(.+-(1*#6&(19*-4%#+,(*%#+,6+#)62#7%#
/6+,%/#&%**#4%)614-19J#!!"#:%%&*#+,6+#:6/)%/*#*,(0&4#1($#7%#6&&($%4#+(#%1+%/#+,%#
*',%)%#$-+,#(1&2#(1%#,67-+6+#(.+-(1#./(3-4%4#+,%2#,63%#%1(09,#&614#+(#)%%+#+,%#
+,/%*,(&4#*'(/%5#?0',#6#)(3%#$(0&4#:0/+,%/#/%40'%#(1%#(:#+,%#/%)6-1-19#76//-%/*#+(#
%1+/2#$,-&*+#6+#+,%#*6)%#+-)%#,%&.-19#+(#)%%+#7-(4-3%/*-+2J#$6+%/#B06&-+2#614#'&-)6+%#
',619%#(7b%'+-3%*5##

VU#Smith, R.S. (1993) Effects of fertiliser on plant species composition and conservation interest of UK grassland5#

VV#Kirkham, F. W., Tallowin, J. R. B., Sanderson, R. A., Bhogal, A., Chambers, B. J., Stevens, D. P. 2008. The impact of organic 
and inorganic fertilizers and lime on the species-richness and plant functional characteristics of hay meadow communities. 
Biological Conservation 141, 1411–14275#

VR
#http://www.defra.gov.uk/statistics/files/defra-stats-foodfarm-environ-fertiliserpractice-2010.pdf
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W5`5# D+#+,%#(+,%/#%14#(:#+,%#*'6&%J#+,%#'0//%1+#/%B0-/%)%1+#:(/#1(#&%**#+,61#+,/%%#
(.+-(1*#)%61*#+,6+#:6/)%/*#'61#1($#B06&-:2#:(/#+,%#D"E#+,/(09,#4(-19#&-++&%#)(/%#
+,61#:-%&4#7(0146/2#)6169%)%1+5#D*#,6..%1%4#%&*%$,%/%#-1#+,%#cmJ#+,-*#6../(6',#
/-*^*#'()./()-*-19#+,%#'6.6'-+2#(:#+,%#*',%)%#+(#4%&-3%/#696-1*+#+,%#:0&&#/619%#(:#
%13-/(1)%1+6&#(7b%'+-3%*5#!!"#+,%/%:(/%#/%'())%14*#+,%#0*%#(:#+,%#*(;'6&&%4#h*.&-+#
&-*+i#6../(6',#014%/#$,-',#6..&-'61+*#6/%#(7&-9%4#+(#',((*%#6+#&%6*+#*()%#(.+-(1*#
:/()#9/(0.#D#\:-%&4#7(0146/-%*]#614#6+#&%6*+#*()%#(.+-(1*#:/()#$-+,-1#9/(0.#N#\(+,%/#
,67-+6+*J#$6+%/#B06&-+2#%+']5#e1#(/4%/#+(#6',-%3%#'(1*-*+%1'2#$-+,#+,%#.(-1+#)64%#-1#
.6/69/6.,#W5Q#67(3%J#61#%8'%.+-(1#'(0&4#7%#)64%#$,%/%#6&&#(:#+,%#.(-1+*#'6)%#:/()#
$-+,-1#L/(0.#N5###

W5VU5# <,%#K%3-%$#L/(0.#6&*(#)64%#6#/%'())%146+-(1#(1#*-).&-:2-19#+,%#K%9-(16&#
>6'^69%*5#?0',#.6'^69%*#/%*0&+#-1#61#644-+-(16&#VUa#7%-19#644%4#+(#+,%#.(-1+*#
636-&67&%#$,%/%3%/#+,%#/%&%361+#(.+-(1*#'61#./(3-4%#6#.6/+-'0&6/#%13-/(1)%1+6&#
7%1%:-+#-1#+,%#9%(9/6.,-'6&#6/%6#'(1'%/1%45#<,%#'0//%1+#/0&%*#1($#/%B0-/%#QPa#(:#+,%#
.(-1+*#+(#7%#(7+6-1%4#:/()#+,%#+,/%%#9/(0.*#(:#)6169%)%1+#(.+-(1*#&-*+%4#-1#+,%#
/%&%361+#K%9-(16&#>6'^69%#$-+,#6#)-1-)0)#(:#VPa#(:#+,%#.(-1+*#4%/-3%4#:/()#%6',#(:#
+,%#+,/%%#9/(0.*5####
#
W5VV5# M%*.-+%#+,%#',619%*#+,6+#,63%#7%%1#)64%#6*#6#/%*0&+#(:#+,%#K%3-%$J#+,%#
K%9-(16&#.6'^69%*#*+-&&#644#6#*-91-:-'61+#&%3%&#(:#'().&%8-+2#+(#+,%#6..&-'6+-(1#.6'^*5#
M%+6-&%4#%8.&616+-(1*#(:#+,%#.6'^69%*#'0//%1+&2#(''0.2#1(#&%**#+,61#*-8+%%1#.69%*5#
!!"#*0..(/+*#+,%#0*%#(:#K%9-(16&#>6'^69%*J#70+#:%%&*#+,6+#+,%2#'(0&4#7%#4%&-3%/%4#
-1#6#)0',#)(/%#-1*.-/-19#$62#$,-&*+#6+#+,%#*6)%#+-)%#*-91-:-'61+&2#/%40'-19#+,%#
3(&0)%#(:#.6.%/$(/^#*%1+#+(#%6',#6..&-'61+5##
#
W5VR5# ?-1'%#6&&#(:#+,%#)6.*#*%1+#+(#-14-3-406&#6..&-'61+*#6/%#.%/*(16&-*%4#72#K>MJ#-+#
*,(0&4#7%#.(**-7&%#+(#./(3-4%#6#.%/*(16&-*%4#K%9-(16&#>6'^69%#6+#+,%#*6)%#+-)%5#e1#
(+,%/#$(/4*J#6#:6/)%/#-1#?$61*%6#(/#D19&%*%2#$(0&4#/%'%-3%#4%+6-&*#(:#+,%#/%&%361+#
K%9-(16&#.6'^69%#6*#6#*%.6/6+%#-1*%/+#$-+,-1#+,%#6..&-'6+-(1#.6'^5#<,%#-1*%/+#$(0&4#
-4%6&&2#-&&0*+/6+%4#$-+,#*()%#.,(+(9/6.,*#614#^%2#:6'+*#-1#(/4%/#+(#%1'(0/69%#)(/%#
%1969%)%1+#$-+,#+,%#-4%6#(:##+6^-19#0.#.6/+-'0&6/#(.+-(1*#-1#(/4%/#+(#*6:%906/4#
.6/+-'0&6/#*.%'-%*5#<,%/%#$(0&4#+,%1#7%#1(#1%%4#+(#./(3-4%#4%+6-&*#(:#+,%#(+,%/#:-:+%%1#
.6'^69%*#636-&67&%#6'/(**#"6&%*5###
##
#

5.  Implementation of Recommendations from the ‘Working Smarter’ report.

P5V5# <,%#/%'%1+#/%.(/+#72#L6/%+,#"-&&-6)*VY#'(1+6-1%4#*%3%1+2#:(0/#*%.6/6+%#
/%'())%146+-(1*5#e1#+%/)*#(:#L&6*+-/J#+,%#)(*+#*-91-:-'61+#/%'())%146+-(1*#$(0&4#
6..%6/#+(#7%#+,(*%#4%6&-19#$-+,=#
#

!# '())01-'6+-(1#(:#-1:(/)6+-(1#(1#*(0/'%*#(:#*0..(/+#:(/#+,%#69/-'0&+0/6&#
-140*+/2#\KV]S##

!# -1'/%6*-19#+,%#*'6&%#(:#+,%#G6/)#O-6-*(1#?%/3-'%#614#)6^%#0*%#(:#%8.%/-%1'%#
636-&67&%#$-+,-1#%8+%/16&#69%1'-%*#\KR]S#

!# 0*-19#+,%#"%&*,#L(3%/1)%1+#$%7*-+%#+(#'&6/-:2#+,%#)%61-19#(:#6#$-4%#/619%#(:#
6'/(12)*#614#+%',1-'6&#+%/)*#*0',#6*#*0*+6-167-&-+2#614#7-(4-3%/*-+2#\KQ]S##

!# %1*0/-19#+,6+#+,%#4%3%&(.)%1+#(:#(1;&-1%#*2*+%)*#:(/#6&&#!D>#*',%)%*#
-13(&3%*#-1+%/%*+%4#.6/+-%*#3-6#+,%#I1;&-1%#?2*+%)*#?+6^%,(&4%/#L/(0.#\KVV]5#

13 Working Smarter. A report of recommendations to the Welsh Government on better regulation in farming. 
Gareth J. Willaims, December 2011.   
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#
P5R5# e1#&-1%#$-+,#K%'())%146+-(1#WX#(providing robust examples to demonstrate 
that good environmental practice is fully compatible with food production while 
enhancing business performance and profitability)J#!!"#614#-+*#*-*+%/#69%1'-%*#,63%#
/%'%1+&2#'())-**-(1%4#DMD?#+(#-4%1+-:2#+,%#)6-1#',6/6'+%/-*+-'*#(:#*0*+6-167&%#
-1+%1*-:-'6+-(1#-1#6#cm#'(1+%8+5#<,-*#$-&&#-13(&3%#4%3%&(.-19#+$%1+2#B061+-:-%4#:6/)#
&%3%&#'6*%#*+04-%*5#E6',#(:#+,%*%#$-&&#-1'&04%#61#6**%**)%1+#(:#+,%#-).6'+*#(:#
64(.+-19#4-::%/%1+#6../(6',%*#+(#-1'/%6*-19#:((4#./(40'+-(1#614#+,%#4%&-3%/2#(:#(+,%/#
%'(*2*+%)#*%/3-'%*#0*-19#/619%#(:#-14-'6+(/*J#-1'&04-19#1%+#./(40'+-(1#.%/#01-+#6/%6S#
9/%%1,(0*%#96*#%)-**-(1*S#$6+%/#B06&-+2S#&614*'6.%#614#7-(4-3%/*-+25#<,%#'6*%#
*+04-%*#$-&&#+,%1#7%#0*%4#+(#*+-)0&6+%#:0/+,%/#4%76+%#$-+,-1#6#*%/-%*#(:#:6/)%/#:('0*#
9/(0.*#7%:(/%#+,%#:-16&#/%.(/+#-*#)64%#636-&67&%#-1#+,%#%6/&2#60+0)1#(:#RUVR5#
#

6.  Addressing Barriers to Entry 

f5V5# <,%#'0//%1+#/%B0-/%)%1+#+(#(7+6-1#.(-1+*#:/()#6+#&%6*+#+,/%%#D"E#(.+-(1*#
4%*-91%4#+(#%1*0/%#+,6+#6#/%6*(167&%#&%3%&#(:#0.+6^%#-*#)6-1+6-1%4#6'/(**#+,%#:0&&#
/619%#(:#)%6*0/%*#636-&67&%5#!!"#*0..(/+*#+,-*#6../(6',#$,-',#-*#4%*-91%4#+(#
63(-4#+,%#^-14*#(:#./(7&%)*#+,6+#,63%#6/-*%1#%&*%$,%/%#$-+,-1#+,%#cm5#H%3%/+,%&%**J#
+,%#',(*%1#6../(6',#'61#4-*64361+69%#+,(*%#:6/)%/*#$-+,#&6/9%#6/%6*#(:#*%)-;
16+0/6&#0.&614#,67-+6+5#!!"#*099%*+*#+,6+#*0',#:6/)%/*#*,(0&4#7%#67&%#+(#(7+6-1#6&&#
(:#+,%-/#.(-1+*#:/()#b0*+#(1%#,67-+6+#(.+-(1#./(3-4%4#+,%2#,63%#%1(09,#&614#+(#)%%+#
+,%#+,/%*,(&4#*'(/%5##

f5R5# D*#./%3-(0*&2#4%*'/-7%4J#+,%/%#6/%#*%3%/6&#(+,%/#)(/%#*-91-:-'61+#76//-%/*#+(#
%1+/25#?()%#(:#+,%*%J#*0',#6*#+,%#6..&-'6+-(1#./('%**J#*',%)%#&-+%/6+0/%#614#
6../(6',#+(#(1;:6/)#/%'(/4#^%%.-19#6/%#)(/%#(/#&%**#4-/%'+&2#014%/#"%&*,#
L(3%/1)%1+#'(1+/(&5#?()%#-**0%*J#*0',#6*#+,%#./(.(*%4#9/%%1-19#(:#>-&&6/#V#(:#+,%#
!D>J#'61#(1&2#7%#4%6&+#$-+,#+,/(09,#+,%#"%&*,#L(3%/1)%1+d*#-13(&3%)%1+#-1#(19(-19#
E0/(.%61#1%9(+-6+-(1*5#e1'/%6*%*#-1#&-3%*+('^#./-'%*#\6&(19*-4%#+,%#.6/6&&%&#-1'/%6*%#
-1#+,%#'(*+*#(:#-1.0+*]#6/%#6&*(#&-^%&2#+(#4%+%/#*()%#6..&-'61+*J#70+#6)%14-19#.62)%1+#
/6+%*#-*#6#'().&%8#614#&%19+,2#./('%**#$,-',#-*#%8.&(/%4#-1#)(/%#4%+6-&#$-+,-1#
*%'+-(1#X5###

7.  Flexibility between the funding of different elements of the scheme

Q5V5#<,%#6&&('6+-(1#(:#:014-19#$-+,-1#L&6*+-/#-*#&6/9%&2#4-'+6+%4#72#+,%#10)7%/#(:#
6..&-'61+*#:(/#+,%#D"E#614#+,%#!OE#6*#$%&&#6*#+,%#*-g%#(:#+,%#:6/)*#-13(&3%45##<,%#
10)7%/#(:#*-91%4#D"E#614#!OE#'(1+/6'+*#+,%1#./(3-4%*#+,%#76'^4/(.#696-1*+#$,-',#
-14-3-406&#<E#:6/)*#6/%#*%&%'+%45#?0::-'-%1+#:014*#6/%#6&*(#/%B0-/%4#+(#'(3%/#+,%#
$((4&614#'/%6+-(1#*',%)%J#+,%#$((4&614#)6169%)%1+#*',%)%#614#D9/-'0&+0/6&#
!6/7(1#K%40'+-(1#614#E::-'-%1'2#?',%)%#\D!KE?]5#

Q5R5# ?()%#WRU#:6/)*#,63%#1($#7%%1#*%&%'+%4#:(/#6#3-*-+#014%/#+,%#<E#-1'&04-19#6+#
&%6*+#QU#'())(1*5#<,-*#.6/+#(:#+,%#*',%)%#-*#*+-&&#-1#-+*#-1:61'2#614#!!"#
014%/*+614*#+,6+#67(0+#YU#3-*-+*#,63%#*(#:6/#+6^%1#.&6'%5#<,%#<E#-*#'/-+-'6&#+(#
*%'0/-19#"%&*,#L(3%/1)%1+#614#E!#+6/9%+*#-1#+%/)*#(:#644/%**-19#7-(4-3%/*-+2J#
$6+%/#)6169%)%1+#614#'&-)6+%#',619%5#D*#6#/%*0&+#-+#-*#%**%1+-6&#+(#%1*0/%#+,6+#
*0::-'-%1+#'(1+/6'+#)6169%/*#6/%#-1#.&6'%#+(#4%&-3%/#+,-*#.6/+#(:#+,%#*',%)%5#G0/+,%/#
$(/^#$-&&#7%#1%'%**6/2#+(#%*+67&-*,#+,%#6)(01+#(:#*+6::#+-)%#/%B0-/%4#+(#./%.6/%#+,%#
*(/+*#(:#'(1+/6'+#$,-',#6/%#1%'%**6/25#
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Q5Y5# !!"#*0..(/+%4#+,%#-1+/(40'+-(1#(:#D!KE?J#'())%1+-19#(1#+,%#7%1%:-+*#+(#
7(+,#+,%#69/-'0&+0/6&#-140*+/2#614#$-4%/#*('-%+2#(:#%167&-19#:6/)%/*#+(#/%40'%#+,%#
'6/7(1#:((+./-1+#(:#+,%-/#-14-3-406&#70*-1%**%*5#E1*0/-19#+,6+#:6/)%/*#*-91#61#D"E#
'(1+/6'+#./-(/#+(#%1+%/-19#D!KE?#6&&($*#:(/#'6.-+6&#9/61+*#+(#7%#)64%#636-&67&%#+(#
L&6*+-/#%1+/2;&%3%&#.6/+-'-.61+*J#70+#*-)0&+61%(0*#-1*.%'+-(1*#014%/#7(+,#.6/+*#(:#+,%#
*',%)%#$-&&#*+-&&#7%#1%'%**6/25#
#

Q5W5# ?-1'%#D!KE?#-*#&6/9%&2#4-/%'+%4#6+#)(/%#-1+%1*-3%#:6/)*J#!!"#$-*,%*#+(#
%1*0/%#+,6+#+,-*#.6/+#(:#L&6*+-/#-*#0*%4#+(#./()(+%#*0*+6-167&%#-1+%1*-:-'6+-(1#-1#+,%#
*%1*%#+,6+#%13-/(1)%1+6&#96-1*#*,(0&4#+6^%#.&6'%#6&(19*-4%#612#-1'/%6*%#-1#
./(40'+-(15#!!"#6&*(#7%&-%3%*#+,6+#+,%#'(1'%.+#(:#*0*+6-167&%#-1+%1*-:-'6+-(1#1%%4*#
+(#7%#4%3%&(.%4#-1#+,%#'(1+%8+#(:#?0*+6-1-19#6#O-3-19#"6&%*5#G(/#%86).&%J#9-3%1#
9&(76&#.(.0&6+-(1#614#/%*(0/'%#0*%#+/%14*J#-+#-*#-1%3-+67&%#+,6+#)(/%#$-&&#1%%4#+(#7%#
./(40'%4#:/()#%6',#6'/%#(:#&614#-1#:0+0/%5#D9/-'0&+0/6&#./(40'+-(1#-*#(1&2#(1%#.6/+#(:#
+,%#%B06+-(1J#,($%3%/J#*-1'%#+-)7%/#9/($-19J#*%B0%*+%/-19#'6/7(1J#)6169-19#$6+%/J#
644/%**-19#+,%#&(**#(:#7-(4-3%/*-+2J#%1,61'-19#'0&+0/6&#&614*'6.%*#614#./(3-4-19#
/%'/%6+-(16&#(..(/+01-+-%*#6&*(#)6^%#6#*-91-:-'61+#'(1+/-70+-(15#e1#(+,%/#$(/4*J#+,%#
'(1'%.+#(:#*0*+6-167&%#-1+%1*-:-'6+-(1#%1'().6**%*#+,%#:0&&#/619%#(:#.(**-7&%#
%'(*2*+%)#*%/3-'%*#'6.67&%#(:#7%-19#4%&-3%/%4#+,/(09,#7%++%/#)6169%)%1+5##

#

Q5P5# <,%#"%&*,#L(3%/1)%1+#,6*#/%'%1+&2#:&(6+%4#+,%#.(**-7-&-+2#(:#-1+/(40'-19#6#
H6+-(16&#E13%&(.%#*',%)%#-1#(/4%/#+(#*0..(/+#+,(*%#*%'+(/*#+,6+#)-9,+#&(*%#(0+#
014%/#+,%#:(/+,'()-19#!D>#/%:(/)*#614#+,%#/%*0&+-19#*,-:+#+(#6/%6#.62)%1+*5#e1#+,%#
%3%1+#+,6+#+,%#"%&*,#L(3%/1)%1+#4%'-4%*#+(#./(3-4%#:0/+,%/#*0..(/+#+(#+,%#-1+%1*-3%#
7%%:#614#46-/2#*%'+(/*J#!!"#7%&-%3%*#+,-*#*,(0&4#7%#'(14-+-(16&#(1#*0',#:6/)%/*#
+6^-19#:0/+,%/#*+%.*#+(#./()(+%#*0*+6-167&%#-1+%1*-:-'6+-(1#+,/(09,#/%40'-19#
9/%%1,(0*%#96*#%)-**-(1*J#%1,61'-19#$6+%/#B06&-+2#614#./()(+-19#61-)6&#,%6&+,5#
O-1^-19#612#H6+-(16&#E13%&(.%#+(#.6/+-'-.6+-(1#-1#+,%#D"E#614#D!KE?#-*#&-^%&2#+(#
-).6'+#(1#+,%#76&61'%#7%+$%%1#+,%#4-::%/%1+#%&%)%1+*#(:#L&6*+-/5#
#
#

8.  Costing the different options available under the AWE & TE

X5V5# !!"#,6*#,64#1(#4-/%'+#-13(&3%)%1+#-1#+,%#'6&'0&6+-(1#(:#+,%#.62)%1+#/6+%*#
1($#7%-19#0*%4#$-+,-1#L&6*+-/J#6&+,(09,#(0/#69/-'0&+0/6&#643-'%#+%6)#./%3-(0*&2#
'6//-%4#(0+#+,-*#/(&%#-1#/%&6+-(1#+(#7(+,#<-/#!2)%1#614#<-/#L(:6&5##!!"d*#&614#69%1'2#
+%6)#'(1+-10%*#+(#1%9(+-6+%#+,%#.62)%1+*#7%-19#)64%#014%/#-14-3-406&#)6169%)%1+#
69/%%)%1+*#(1#???e*5#

#

X5R5#D9/-;%13-/(1)%1+# .62)%1+#/6+%*#6/%#'6&'0&6+%4#6''(/4-19#+(#+,%#./(3-*-(1*#*%+#
(0+#-1#D/+-'&%#Y`#(:#+,%#E!#K0/6&#M%3%&(.)%1+#K%90&6+-(1#614#6/%#/%B0-/%4#+(#'(3%/#
+,%#h644-+-(16&#'(*+*#614#-1'()%#:(/%9(1%i#/%*0&+-19#:/()#+,%#/%&%361+#'())-+)%1+5##
",%/%#1%'%**6/2J#+,%#.62)%1+*#)62#6&*(#'(3%/#h+/61*6'+-(1#'(*+*i#\-1#./%3-(0*#
3%/*-(1*#(:#+,%#KMK#+,%*%#$%/%#4%*'/-7%4#6*#-1'%1+-3%#.62)%1+*#614#*%+#6+#6#
)68-)0)#(:#RUa#(:#+,%#-1'()%#:(/%9(1%#n#'(*+*#'()7-1%4]5#

#

X5Y5# <,%#'6&'0&6+-(1#(:#-14-3-406&#.62)%1+#&%3%&*#:(/#%6',#)6169%)%1+#(.+-(1#
$-+,-1#6#16+-(16&&2#636-&67&%#*',%)%#-13(&3%*#+6^-19#-1+(#6''(01+#6#$-4%#36/-%+2#(:#
:6/)#+2.%*#614#:6/)-19#*-+06+-(1*5#e1#4%'-4-19#$,%+,%/#(/#1(+#+(#6..&2J#:6/)%/*#$-&&#
6&*(#7%#-1:&0%1'%4#72#+,%#(3%/6&&#%::%'+#(:#h7014&-19#+(9%+,%/i#6#$,(&%#/6:+#(:#
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-14-3-406&#.62)%1+#/6+%*#$-+,-1#6#.6/+-'0&6/#'(1+/6'+5#!(1*-4%/6+-(1#6&*(#1%%4*#+(#7%#
9-3%1#+(#',619%*#-1#9/(**#)6/9-1#\+,%#4-::%/%1'%#7%+$%%1#69/-'0&+0/6&#/%+0/1*#614#
'(*+*#:(/#.6/+-'0&6/#%1+%/./-*%*]#(3%/#+-)%5#G/%B0%1+#/%3-%$*#(:#.62)%1+#/6+%*#6/%#
./(7&%)6+-'J#,($%3%/J#*-1'%#6&&#*0',#%8%/'-*%*#6/%#3%/2#/%*(0/'%#-1+%1*-3%5#e1#
644-+-(1J#6&&#',619%*#-1#.62)%1+#/6+%*#,63%#+(#7%#6../(3%4#72#+,%#E0/(.%61#
!())-**-(15##

#

X5W5# D#:0/+,%/#-**0%#+(#7%#'(1*-4%/%4#$,%1#*%++-19#.62)%1+#/6+%*#-*#+,%#/%&6+-(1*,-.#
7%+$%%1#+,%#+(+6&#'(*+#(:#%8-*+-19#'(1+/6'+*#614#+,%#*-g%#(:#+,%#(3%/6&&#7049%+5#e1#
9%1%/6&J#-1'/%6*-19#+,%#&%3%&#(:#.62)%1+#:(/#&6/9%#10)7%/*#(:#/%&6+-3%&2#.(.0&6/#
-14-3-406&#(.+-(1*#-*#&-^%&2#+(#/%*0&+#-1#6#/%40'+-(1#-1#+,%#10)7%/#(:#'(1+/6'+*#+,6+#'61#
7%#*-91%45#<,-*#-*#1(+#+(#*099%*+J#,($%3%/J#+,6+#6&&#.62)%1+*#*,(0&4#7%#*%+#6+#+,%#
*6)%#.%/'%1+69%#(:#-1'()%#:(/%9(1%#.&0*#'(*+*#k#36/2-19#+,%#.%/'%1+69%#+,6+#-*#.6-4#
\614#644-19#61#%&%)%1+#(:#+/61*6'+-(1#'(*+*#$,%/%#1%'%**6/2]#./(3-4%*#6#0*%:0&#+((&#
:(/#-1'/%6*-19#+,%#0.+6^%#(:#&%**#.(.0&6/#(.+-(1*5#D..&2-19#*0',#61#6../(6',#+(#
L&6*+-/#$-&&#/%B0-/%#)(/%#46+6#(1#(:#+,%#0.+6^%#/6+%*#:(/#4-::%/%1+#(.+-(1*5#<,-*#
-1:(/)6+-(1#$-&&#7%#4-::-'0&+#+(#(7+6-1#6+#+,%#./%*%1+#+-)%#7%6/-19#-1#)-14#+,6+#:-/*+#
/(014#'(1+/6'+*#014%/#+,%#D"E#6/%#*+-&&#7%-19#*-91%4#$,-&*+#1%9(+-6+-(1*#:(/#+,%#:-/*+#
/(014#(:#<E#'(1+/6'+*#,63%#(1&2#b0*+#*+6/+%45#####

##

X5P5# <,%#L/%%1#>6.%/#(1#?0*+6-1-19#6#O-3-19#"6&%*#/%:%/*#+(#harguing for a more 
economically rational regime for paying farmers for the delivery of environmental 
outcomesiVW5#",-&*+#+,%#%8-*+-19#h-1'()%#:(/%9(1%#.&0*#'(*+*i#:(/)0&6#-*#%::%'+-3%&2#
1(1;1%9(+-67&%#\-+#-*#%1*,/-1%4#-1#+,%#%8-*+-19#"<I#69/%%)%1+#(1#+,%#16+0/%#(:#+,%#
L/%%1#N(8#$,-',#/%:%/*#-1#+0/1#+(#+,(*%#*07*-4-%*#4%%)%4#+(#,63%#(1&2#6#)-1-)6&#
-).6'+#(1#./(40'+-(1]#+,%##6'+06&#$(/4-19#(:#+,%#:(/)0&6#*+-&&#&%63%*#'(1*-4%/67&%#
/(()#:(/#)61(%03/%5#e1#.6/+-'0&6/J#/%'%1+#$(/^#72#!!"#614#+,%#(+,%/#cm#'(01+/2*-4%#
69%1'-%*#,6*#4%)(1*+/6+%4#+,6+#*'(.%#%8-*+*#:(/#.&6'-19#)0',#)(/%#%).,6*-*#(1#
+,%#'(*+*#(:#./(3-4-19#'%/+6-1#*%/3-'%*#\%*.%'-6&&2#-1#+,%#'6*%#(:#01%'(1()-'#:6/)-19#
*2*+%)*]VP5#D*#6&/%642#)%1+-(1%4J#,($%3%/J#-1'/%6*-19#.62)%1+#/6+%*#$-&&#,63%#
.6/+-'0&6/#-).&-'6+-(1*#$,%1#(.%/6+-19#$-+,-1#6#:-8%4#7049%+5#
#
#

9.  Funding within Less Favoured Areas 

`5V5# <,%#"%&*,#0.&614*#6/%#6#)6b(/#6**%+J#,%&.-19#+(#4%:-1%#+,%#16+-(16&#
',6/6'+%/5#e1#.6/+-'0&6/J#+,%#?%3%/%&2#M-*64361+69%4#D/%6#\?MD]#%1'().6**%*#+,%#
&6/9%*+#+/6'+*#(:#01;:/69)%1+%4#*%)-;16+0/6&#,67-+6+#614#&614*'6.%*#-1#+,%#'(01+/2S#
*0..&-%*#$6+%/#6*#$%&&#6*#'(1+/-70+-19#+(#:&((4#)6169%)%1+S#*+(/%*#*-91-:-'61+#
6)(01+*#(:#*(-&#'6/7(1#\./%*%1+-19#7(+,#/-*^*#614#(..(/+01-+-%*#-1#+%/)*#(:#+6'^&-19#
'&-)6+%#',619%]#614#'(1+/-70+%*#+(#,%6&+,#614#$%&&;7%-19#+,/(09,#./(3-4-19#6#,09%#
/%*(0/'%#:(/#(0+4((/#/%'/%6+-(15#
##
`5R5# <,%#?MD#6&*(#*0..(/+*#&6/9%#10)7%/*#(:#69/-'0&+0/6&#70*-1%**%*#6'+-3%&2#
-13(&3%4#-1#)6169-19#*%)-;16+0/6&#/(09,#9/6g-19*#6*#$%&&#6*#+,%#6**('-6+%4#-1;72%#

VW
#Sustaining a Living Wales: A Green Paper on new approach to natural resource management in Wales. Welsh Government 

Consultation Document. January 2012.  (Page 14).  

#
VP
#Barnes A.P., Schwarz G., Keenleyside C., Thomson S., Waterhouse T., Polokova J., Stewart S., McCracken D.  (2011) 

Alternative payment approaches for non-economic farming systems delivering environmental public goods. Accessible at: 
http://www.sac.ac.uk/ruralpolicycentre/publs/supporttoagriculture/alternativepaymentapproaches/#
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&6145#O614#67614(1)%1+#-*#7%'()-19#61#-**0%#-1#*()%#.&6'%*J#6&+,(09,#-1#(+,%/#
&('6+-(1*#+,%#/%'%1+#-1'/%6*%#-1#&6)7#./-'%*#)62#/%*0&+#-1#6#:0/+,%/#.,6*%#(:#9/6406&#
69/-'0&+0/6&#-)./(3%)%1+5#

`5Y5# D*#(/-9-16&&2#%13-*69%4J#6#RUa#0.&-:+#(1#+,%#76*-'#D"E#.62)%1+#(:#oRX@,6#
$(0&4#,63%#7%%1#636-&67&%#(1#6&&#OGD#&6145#<,-*#6../(6',#$6*#1(+#6../(3%4#72#+,%#
E0/(.%61#!())-**-(1J#,($%3%/J#614#+,%#*6)%#.62)%1+#/6+%#1($#6..&-%*#+(#6&&#&614#
-1#"6&%*5#<,%#1%$#*+6146/4#.62)%1+#(:#oYW@,6#%1*0/%*#+,6+#6&&#OGD#:6/)%/*#6/%#
*&-9,+&2#7%++%/#(::#+,61#+,%2#$(0&4#,63%#7%%1#014%/#+,%#(/-9-16&#*2*+%)J#70+#+,%#OGD#
4-::%/%1+-6&#,6*#7%%1#/%)(3%4#6&(19#$-+,#+,%#./(3-*-(1#(:#6#*-91-:-'61+#0.&-:+#(0+*-4%#(:#
+,%#OGD5#

`5W5# e1#'(1*-4%/-19#+,%#6''%.+67-&-+2#(:#+,%#%8-*+-19#D"E#.62)%1+#/6+%J#6#^%2#-**0%#
-*#$,%+,%/#-+#./(3-4%*#61#64%B06+%#-1'%1+-3%#:(/#OGD#:6/)%/*#+(#6..&2#:(/#L&6*+-/5#
D9/-'0&+0/6&#/%+0/1*#,63%#-)./(3%4#*-91-:-'61+&2#*-1'%#+,%#&601',#(:#+,%#*',%)%#614#
$,-&*+#+,%#-1'()%#:(/%9(1%#-**0%#,6*#7%%1#644/%**%4#$-+,-1#+,%#&($&614*J#+,%#*6)%#
-*#1(+#+/0%#(:#+,%#OGD5#I1#+,%#(+,%/#,614J#/%'%1+#',619%*#-1#+,%#*'(/-19#*2*+%)#)%61#
+,6+#)612#OGD#:6/)*#6/%#1($#67&%#+(#%1+%/#L&6*+-/#72#*%&%'+-19#,67-+6+#(.+-(1*#(1&25#
<,%#:6'+#+,6+#*0',#:6/)*#1(#&(19%/#1%%4#+(#)6^%#61#0.;:/(1+#-13%*+)%1+#-1#'6.-+6&#
$(/^*#-*#&-^%&2#+(#)6^%#+,%#%8-*+-19#.62)%1+#/6+%#6..%6/#)(/%#6++/6'+-3%J#6+#&%6*+#
*()%#'6*%*5#######
#
`5P5# <,%#4-::-'0&+2#$-+,#6++%).+-19#+(#64b0*+#L&6*+-/#.62)%1+#/6+%*#(3%/#+,%#1%8+#
%-9,+%%1#)(1+,*#-*#+,6+#612#*0',#6'+-(1#$-&&#7%#%8+/%)%&2#+-)%#'(1*0)-19#6*#$%&&#6*#
6&)(*+#'%/+6-1&2#7%-19#(3%/+6^%1#72#%3%1+*5#<,%#'0//%1+#!D>#/%:(/)#./(.(*6&*#$-&&#
-1+/(40'%#6/%6#.62)%1+*#014%/#+,%#?>?#$,-&*+#6+#+,%#*6)%#+-)%#OGD_*#$-&&#7%#
/%.&6'%4#72#D/%6*#(:#H6+0/6&#!(1*+/6-1+#\DH!]5#<,%#1%$#DH!_*#$-&&#-13(&3%#+,%#0*%#(:#
1%$#4%*-916+-(1#'/-+%/-6#\.(**-7&2#/%*0&+-19#-1#6#7(0146/2#+,6+#4-::%/*#:/()#+,6+#0*%4#
014%/#+,%#OGD#*2*+%)]#$,-&*+#+,%#"%&*,#L(3%/1)%1+#)62#*,(/+&2#,63%#+,%#'6.6'-+2#
+(#9%1%/6+%#DH!#*0..(/+#.62)%1+*#:/()#$-+,-1#7(+,#>-&&6/#V#614#>-&&6/#R5#D*#6#/%*0&+J#
-+#6..%6/*#/6+,%/#+((#%6/&2#+(#64b0*+#+,%#D"E#.62)%1+#/6+%J#7%6/-19#-1#)-14#+,6+#
4%'-*-(1*#*+-&&#,63%#+(#7%#)64%#/%96/4-19#+,%#7%*+#$62#(:#-1+%9/6+-19#+,%#36/-(0*#
0.&614#*0..(/+#)%6*0/%*#&-^%&2#+(#7%'()%#636-&67&%5###
#
`5f5# e1#+,%#%3%1+#+,6+#1%$#>-&&6/#R#)%6*0/%*#6/%#/%B0-/%4#+(#)-+-96+%#+,%#%::%'+#(1#
)(/%#%8+%1*-3%#*%'+(/*#(:#+,%#:(/+,'()-19#*,-:+#+(#6/%6#.62)%1+*J#(1%#.(**-7-&-+2#
$(0&4#7%#+(#%86)-1%#$,%+,%/#6#*%.6/6+%#*+/614#(:#+,%#L&6*+-/#D"E#'(0&4#7%#
4%3%&(.%4#+(#./(3-4%#644-+-(16&#*0..(/+#$-+,-1#+,%#0.&614*@(1#&614#-1*-4%#+,%#
)((/&614#&-1%5#?0',#61#6../(6',#'(0&4#7%#0*%4#+(#%1*0/%#+,6+#+,%#./(3-*-(1#(:#612#
644-+-(16&#.62)%1+#\.6267&%#-1#/%+0/1#:(/#6#*.%'-:-'#*%+#(:#'())-+)%1+*#(3%/#614#
67(3%#+,(*%#636-&67&%#014%/#-1#+,%#D"E]#-*#'(1*-*+%1+#$-+,#+,%#%'(*2*+%)*#6../(6',#
*%+#(0+#$-+,-1#?0*+6-1-19#6#O-3-19#"6&%*5#?-1'%#+,%#*6)%#&%3%&#(:#*0..(/+#.%/#,%'+6/%#
-*#01&-^%&2#+(#7%#/%B0-/%4#(1#3%/2#&6/9%#:6/)*#6*#(1#*)6&&%/#614#)%4-0)#*-g%4#01-+*J#
+,%#.62)%1+*#'(0&4#7%#*'6&%4#76'^#6''(/4-19#+(#:6/)#*-g%J#6*#$6*#+,%#'6*%#$-+,#<-/#
C212445##

`5Q5# >/(3-*-(1#(:#61#0.&614#*+/614#$-+,-1#L&6*+-/#'(0&4#6&*(#6**-*+#*()%#(:#+,%#<-/#
L(:6&#:6/)*#$,-',#)62#:6-&#+(#B06&-:2#:(/#+,%#<EJ#70+#$,(*%#70*-1%**#)(4%&#\614#
%13-/(1)%1+6&#4%&-3%/2]#,6*#7%%1#4%.%14%1+#(1#6#'()7-16+-(1#(:#,-9,%/#&%3%&#69/-;
%13-/(1)%1+#.62)%1+*#'(0.&%4#$-+,#<-/#C212445#####
#
#
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10.  Suggested Improvements to the Scheme

VU5V5# D*#6#9%1%/6&#./-1'-.&%J#!!"#7%&-%3%*#+,6+#612#)6b(/#',619%*#-1#*',%)%#
4%*-91#*,(0&4#7%#4%&62%4#01+-&#+,%#*+6/+#(:#+,%#1%8+#"KM>5#e1#+,%#)%61+-)%J#+,%#
%).,6*-*#*,(0&4#7%#(1#-)./(3-19#+,%#6..&-'6+-(1#./('%**#-1#(/4%/#+(#)6-1+6-1#
)()%1+0)#$,-&*+#6+#+,%#*6)%#+-)%#64b0*+-19#*()%#(:#+,%#%8-*+-19#D"E#(.+-(1*#+(#
63(-4#.%/3%/*%#%::%'+*5#I0/#*.%'-:-'#/%'())%146+-(1*#6/%#6*#:(&&($*=###

(i).  In order to safeguard the biodiversity value of existing semi-natural 
grasslands, the use of AWE options 15B and 15D should only be permitted on 
improved grasslands. ?0',#9/6**&614*#*+-&&#'()./-*%#)(/%#+,61#`Ua#(:#+,%#&($&614#
9/6**&614*#-1#"6&%*5##

(ii).  The AWE application process could be made more flexible and user-
friendly.#e1-+-6&#+6/9%+*#$%/%#%8+/%)%&2#6)7-+-(0*#614#/%*0&+%4#-1#6#./('%**#$,-',#
$6*#4%*-91%4#+(#4%6&#$-+,#&6/9%#10)7%/*#(:#6..&-'6+-(1*#$-+,-1#6#3%/2#*,(/+#*.6'%#(:#
+-)%5#<,%#%8+%1*-(1#(:#<-/#C21244J#<-/#!2116&#614#<-/#L(:6&#*-91-:-'61+&2#/%40'%4#+,%#
10)7%/#(:#6..&-'6+-(1*#614#+,-*#%::%'+#,6*#7%%1#%86'%/76+%4#72#6#10)7%/#(:#(+,%/#
:6'+(/*#-1'&04-19#+,%#-1'/%6*%#-1#69/-'0&+0/6&#/%+0/1*#614#(19(-19#01'%/+6-1+-%*#(3%/#
!D>#/%:(/)5#?)6&&%/#10)7%/*#(:#6..&-'6+-(1*#6/%#1($#7%-19#/%'%-3%4#614#+,%*%#
'(0&4#7%#4%6&+#$-+,#72#6&&($-19#:6/)%/*#)(/%#&%%$62#+(#6)%14#+,%#+-)%*#6+#$,-',#
+,%2#6++%14#)%%+-19*#6+#M-3-*-(16&#I::-'%*5#<,%#6**('-6+%4#&%++%/*#'(0&4#6&*(#7%#
$/-++%1#-1#6#)(/%#%1'(0/69-19#+(1%5#M0/-19#+,%#:-/*+#/(014J#+,%#/6+%#6+#$,-',#
6..&-'6+-(1*#$%/%#'(13%/+%4#-1+(#'(1+/6'+*#$6*#4-*6..(-1+-19&2#&($5#D#)(/%#0*%/#
:/-%14&2#./('%**#*,(0&4#,%&.#+(#-)./(3%#(1#+,-*#*-+06+-(1#40/-19#+,%#*%'(14#/(0145######

(iii).  Applicants should be allowed to enter the scheme using one habitat 
management option only provided they have enough land to meet the 
threshold score. ?0',#61#6../(6',#$(0&4#:0/+,%/#/%40'%#+,%#76//-%/*#+(#%1+/2#1($#
:6'-19#0.&614#:6/)*5#c*%#(:#+,%#*(;'6&&%4#h*.&-+#&-*+i#6../(6',#014%/#$,-',#6..&-'61+*#
6/%#(7&-9%4#+(#',((*%#6+#&%6*+#*()%#(.+-(1*#:/()#9/(0.#D#\:-%&4#7(0146/-%*]#614#6+#
&%6*+#*()%#(.+-(1*#:/()#$-+,-1#9/(0.#N#\(+,%/#,67-+6+*J#$6+%/#B06&-+2#%+']#$(0&4#
%1,61'%#+,%#'6.6'-+2#(:#+,%#*',%)%#+(#4%&-3%/#696-1*+#)(/%#4%)614-19#
%13-/(1)%1+6&#+6/9%+*#/%96/4-19#+,%#)6169%)%1+#(:#,67-+6+*#614#$6+%/5#e1#(/4%/#+(#
6',-%3%#'(1*-*+%1'2J#%8'%.+-(1*#'(0&4#7%#)64%#$,%/%#6&&#(:#+,%#.(-1+*#$%/%#(7+6-1%4#
:/()#$-+,-1#L/(0.#N5##

(iv).  All applicants should be provided with personalised Regional Packages in 
the form of a separate insert within the application pack.#e14-3-406&#-1*%/+*#*,(0&4#
7%#-&&0*+/6+%4#$-+,#.,(+(9/6.,*#614#^%2#:6'+*#-1#(/4%/#+(#%1'(0/69%#)(/%#
%1969%)%1+#$-+,#+,%#-4%6#(:#+6^-19#0.#*0-+%*#(:#.6/+-'0&6/#(.+-(1*#-1#(/4%/#+(#
*6:%906/4#&('6&&2#*-91-:-'61+#*.%'-%*5#<,%/%#$(0&4#+,%1#7%#1(#1%%4#+(#./(3-4%#4%+6-&*#
(:#+,%#(+,%/#.6'^69%*#636-&67&%#6'/(**#"6&%*5##

(v).  Further improvements to the Technical Guidance are necessary.#G(/#
-1*+61'%J#+,%#0*%#(:#(.+-(1#WRN#\A%49%/($#/%*+(/6+-(1#$-+,(0+#:%1'-19]#-*#.&6-1&2#1(+#
643-*67&%#$,%/%#+,%#64b6'%1+#:-%&4*#6/%#9/6g%4#72#&-3%*+('^5#!!"#014%/*+614*#+,6+#
+,%#/%B0-/%)%1+#+(#%8'&04%#*+('^#,6*#1($#7%%1#-1*%/+%4#-1+(#6&&#'(1+/6'+*#'(1+6-1-19#
(.+-(1#WRNJ#70+#+,-*#-**0%#$-&&#6&*(#7%#644/%**%4#$-+,-1#+,%#1%8+#%4-+-(1#(:#+,%#
<%',1-'6&#L0-461'%#N((^&%+*5#O-^%$-*%J#+,%#0*%#(:#'(..-'-19#6*#6#,%49%/($#
/%*+(/6+-(1#+%',1-B0%#*,(0&4#7%#%8'&04%4#$-+,-1#6/%6*#^1($1#+(#*0..(/+#7/%%4-19#
4(/)(0*%#.(.0&6+-(1*5#

(vi).  All applicants should be provided with more guidance on the selection of 
suitable AWE options.#G(/#%86).&%J#+,%#0*%#(:#/%40'%4#-1.0+*#(1#-)./(3%4#
9/6**&614#,6*#+,%#'6.6'-+2#+(#4%&-3%/#*-91-:-'61+#%13-/(1)%1+6&#7%1%:-+*#./(3-4%4#-+#-*#
6..&-%4#-1#+,%#/-9,+#.&6'%*#\64b6'%1+#+(#%8-*+-19#,67-+6+*#614#$6+%/'(0/*%*]#70+#'61#
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,63%#6#)-1-)6&#-).6'+#-:#0*%4#-1#(+,%/#&('6+-(1*5#?-)-&6/&2J#+,%/%#6/%#(..(/+01-+-%*#+(#
-1+%9/6+%#+,%#0*%#(:#+,%#D"E#614#+,%#$((4&614#'/%6+-(1#*',%)%J#70+#+,%#16+0/%#(:#
+,%#6..&-'6+-(1#.6'^#+%14*#+(#%1'(0/69%#61#6../(6',#76*%4#./-)6/-&2#(1#)%%+-19#
*',%)%#%1+/2#/%B0-/%)%1+*#/6+,%/#+,61#4%&-3%/-19#)68-)0)#%13-/(1)%1+6&#7%1%:-+*#
-1#&-1%#$-+,#%8-*+-19#:6/)-19#*2*+%)*5#C(/%#0*%#*,(0&4#7%#)64%#(:#G6/)-19#!(11%'+#
614#+,%#G6/)#D43-*(/2#*%/3-'%#6*#$%&&#6*#G"DL#614#+,%#3(&01+6/2#*%'+(/5#>/(3-*-(1#
(:#6#*.%'-:-'#.62)%1+#+(#'(3%/#+,%#./(3-*-(1#(:#643-'%#+(#-14-3-406&#6..&-'61+*#'(0&4#
6&*(#./(3%#,%&.:0&5#
#
(vii).  The assessment of applications under the Glastir Woodland Creation 
Scheme should continue to be carried out by trained and fully independent 
officials so as to avoid potential conflicts of interest. C612#&614($1%/*#$(0&4#
./%:%/#+(#'/%6+%#1%$#$((4&614#(1#&614#(:#&($#./(40'+-3-+2J#)0',#(:#$,-',#-*#*%)-;
16+0/6&#,67-+6+5##c1:(/+016+%&2#+,-*#*()%+-)%*#'(1:&-'+*#$-+,#+,%#./-1'-.&%#(:#
'(1*%/3-19#./-(/-+2#,67-+6+*#614#*(;'6&&%4#*%'+-(1#WR#*.%'-%*Vf5###
#
(viii).  The Glastir scheme should provide a seamless treatment of woodland 
incentives alongside those available for agriculture.#G(/#-1*+61'%J#*()%#0.&614#
6'-4#9/6**&614*#*07)-++%4#014%/#D"E#6/%#.(+%1+-6&&2#636-&67&%#:(/#L&6*+-/#"((4&614#
!/%6+-(1J#70+#6/%#&-^%&2#+(#7%#h&('^%4#-1i#014%/#D"E#/%B0-/%)%1+#+(#)6-1+6-1#*%)-;
16+0/6&#,67-+6+*#014%/#+,%#",(&%#G6/)#!(4%5#e1#644-+-(1J#1(1;:6/)-19#6..&-'61+*#+(#
+,%#L&6*+-/#$((4&614#*',%)%*#+%14#+(#%8.%/-%1'%#)(/%#4-::-'0&+2#-1#4%6&-19#$-+,#+,%#
64)-1-*+/6+-3%#./('%**%*#$,-',#6/%#4%*-91%4#./-)6/-&2#:(/#69/-'0&+0/6&#*',%)%*5#
#
(ix).  Providing worked examples of AWE and TE contracts via the Welsh 
Government website/within the application packs would help to explain what 
Glastir is designed to achieve.#e1#+,%#'6*%#(:#+,%#D"EJ#%86).&%*#6..&-'67&%#+(#6#
/619%#(:#4-::%/%1+#:6/)#+2.%*#'(0&4#7%#0*%4#+(#4%)(1*+/6+%#,($#7%*+#+(#6..&2#+,%#
36/-(0*#(.+-(1*#-1#$62*#+,6+#)%%+#69/-'0&+0/6&#1%%4*#$,-&*+#6+#+,%#*6)%#+-)%#
4%&-3%/-19#)68-)0)#%13-/(1)%1+6&#7%1%:-+*5#e1#+,%#'6*%#(:#+,%#<EJ#-+#-*#-).(/+61+#+(#
-&&0*+/6+%#,($#+,%#*%&%'+-(1#./('%**#(.%/6+%*#614#,($#+,%#'(1+/6'+*#+,%)*%&3%*#$-&&#
7%#'(1*+/0'+%45#D#/619%#(:#.6/+#614#$,(&%#:6/)#'(1+/6'+*#'(0&4#7%#0*%4#+(#*,($#,($#
+,%#<E#./%*'/-.+-(1*#6/%#-1+%14%4#(.%/6+%#6&(19*-4%#+,%#D"EJ#+,%#$((4&614#
*',%)%*#614#D!KE?5#
#
(x).  All farmers with a first round AWE contracts must be in a position to 
promote positive messages.#?0',#:6/)%/*#,63%#+,%#'6.6'-+2#+(#./()(+%#+,%#
7%1%:-+*#6/-*-19#:/()#+,%#*',%)%#6*#$%&&#6*#/%40'-19#+,%#/-*^#+,6+#)-*'(1'%.+-(1*#$-&&#
7%'()%#%*+67&-*,%45#E8-*+-19#*',%)%#.6/+-'-.61+*#'(0&4#./(3-4%#90-461'%#+(#+,(*%#
*+-&&#'(1*-4%/-19#$,%+,%/#(:#1(+#+(#*07)-+#61#6..&-'6+-(1#6*#$%&&#6*#643-*-19#1%$#
'(1+/6'+#,(&4%/*5#G0/+,%/#'(1*-4%/6+-(1#*,(0&4#7%#9-3%1#+(#%*+67&-*,-19#6#:(/)6&#
*2*+%)#(:#)%1+(/-19#\014%/#$,-',#&%64#:6/)%/*#-1#6#.6/+-'0&6/#6/%6#'(0&4#7%#.6-4#:(/#
./(3-4-19#643-'%#614#90-461'%#+(#(+,%/*]#6*#$%&&#6*#%*+67&-*,-19#6#/%90&6/#
./(9/6))%#(:#(1;:6/)#3-*-+*#-13(&3-19#%8-*+-19#*',%)%#.6/+-'-.61+*5####
#
(xi).  Every participant should receive at least one “care and maintenance visit” 
to ensure that they have fully understood all of the prescriptions and are aware 
of what the contract is designed to achieve.#G(/)6&#'().&-61'%#-1*.%'+-(1*#72#+,%#
K0/6&#e1*.%'+(/6+%#:(/#"6&%*#\Ke"]#6/%#(1&2#&-^%&2#+(#'(3%/#*()%#Pa#(:#.6/+-'-.61+*5#
G6-&0/%#+(#-13%*+#-1#+,%#1%'%**6/2#&%3%&*#(:#6:+%/'6/%#$-&&#7%#6#:6&*%#%'(1()25###

Vf
As listed in section 42 of Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act 2006 (Habitats & Species of Principal Importance 

for Conserving Biodiversity in Wales) 
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#
(xii).  The application of the Reduced Entry Level (REL) threshold should 
provide a stepping stone for more intensively managed farms to move into the 
full AWE scheme.#?0',#64b0*+)%1+*#'(0&4#%6*-&2#7%#)64%#40/-19#+,%#:-/*+#:-3%#2%6/*#
(:#+,%#'(1+/6'+#$-+,(0+#+,%#1%%4#:(/#%8+/6#*+6::#/%*(0/'%*5#D&&#(:#+,%#KEO#:6/)*#*,(0&4#
/%)6-1#-1#+,%#.((&#(:#+,(*%#4%%)%4#+(#7%#%&-9-7&%#:(/#6#3-*-+#72#6#<E#'(1+/6'+#
)6169%/5#e1#+,%#%3%1+#+,6+#*0',#:6/)*#6/%#-14%%4#*%&%'+%4#:(/#+,%#<EJ#+,%#(::%/#(:#6#
,-9,%/#&%3%&#'(1+/6'+#$(0&4#7%#4%.%14%1+#(1#+,%#:6/)%/#69/%%-19#+(#0./6+%#+,%#D"E#
'(1+/6'+5#?0',#61#6../(6',#$(0&4#,%&.#+(#%1*0/%#+,6+#$,%/%#+,%#<E#-*#7%-19#0*%4#+(#
644/%**#-**0%*#/%B0-/-19#6#'(;(.%/6+-3%#6../(6',#\*0',#6*#%1,61'-19#$6+%/#B06&-+2#
$-+,-1#6#.6/+-'0&6/#'6+',)%1+]#6&&#(:#+,%#/%&%361+#:6/)*#6/%#%167&%4#+(#64(.+#+,%#
1%'%**6/2#)%6*0/%*5#
#

(xiii).  It is essential to ensure that sufficient contract managers are in place to 
deliver the TE5#<,-*#.6/+#(:#+,%#*',%)%#-*#'/-+-'6&#+(#*%'0/-19#"%&*,#L(3%/1)%1+#614#
E!#+6/9%+*#-1#+%/)*#(:#644/%**-19#7-(4-3%/*-+2J#$6+%/#)6169%)%1+#614#'&-)6+%#
',619%5##

#
(xiv). Permitting TE participants to enter the AWE/CLE at the same time as 
signing their TE contracts could lead to significant administrative savings.#D*#
0*%4#-1#+,%#!(01+/2*-4%#?+%$6/4*,-.#*',%)%#-1#E19&614J#*0',#61#6../(6',#$(0&4#
*-).&-:2#+,%#./('%**#(:#'(1*+/0'+-19#+,%#<E#'(1+/6'+*J#%1*0/-19#+,6+#+,%#)%6*0/%*#
6..&-%4#014%/#4-::%/%1+#.6/+*#(:#L&6*+-/#$%/%#:0&&2#-1+%9/6+%45#G/()#6#!!"#
.%/*.%'+-3%J#+,%#./('%**#(:#-**0-19#???e#'(1*%1+*#$(0&4#7%#*07*+61+-6&&2#-)./(3%45#
G-/*+&2J#(1%#'(1*%1+#$-&&#7%#/%B0-/%4#/6+,%/#+,61#+$(5#?%'(14&2J#+,%#'(1*%1+*#
+,%)*%&3%*#$(0&4#7%'()%#)0',#%6*-%/#+(#-**0%5#G(/#-1*+61'%J#014%/#+,%#'0//%1+#
*2*+%)#-+#-*#4-::-'0&+#+(#'(1*%1+#+(#D"E@!OE#./(.(*6&*#$,%/%#+,%*%#-13(&3%#/%40'-19#
*+('^-19#&%3%&*#+(#/6+%*#+,6+#6/%#+((#&($#+(#)6-1+6-1#61#???e#-1#-+*#%8-*+-19#'(14-+-(15#
?%++-19#6#)(/%#*0-+67&%#*+('^-19#/6+%#014%/#+,%#<E#$(0&4#-))%4-6+%&2#644/%**#+,%#
./(7&%)5##
#
(xv).  Existing Tir Gofal farms should be prioritised for entry into the TE.#?()%#
YUUU#$,(&%#:6/)#69/-;%13-/(1)%1+#'(1+/6'+*#$-&&#%8.-/%#(1#YV*+#M%'%)7%/#RUVY5#<,%#
+/%6+)%1+#(:#+,%*%#:6/)*#$-&&#7%#'/-+-'6&#+(#+,%#*0''%**#(:#+,%#1%8+#"6&%*#KM>5##G(/#
-1*+61'%J#*()%#WPJWUU,6#(:#+%//%*+/-6&#0.&614#???e#6/%#'(3%/%4#72#!!"#*%'+-(1#VP#
69/%%)%1+*J#70+#PVJPUU#,6#6/%#'0//%1+&2#$-+,-1#<-/#L(:6&5#<,%*%#69/%%)%1+*#6''(01+#
:(/#6#*07*+61+-6&#./(.(/+-(1#(:#+,%#&614#1($#4%%)%4#+(#7%#-1#h01:63(0/67&%#70+#
/%'(3%/-19i#'(14-+-(15#G6-&0/%#+(#*%'0/%#+,%#-13%*+)%1+#6&/%642#)64%#$-&&#&%64#+(#6#
*,6/.#4%'&-1%#-1#.%/:(/)61'%#696-1*+#./%3-(0*&2#69/%%4#???e#'(14-+-(1#+6/9%+*VQ5#
#
(xvi).  The existing team of trained facilitators should be retained in order to 
take forward the co-operative elements of Glastir.#<,%#%8-*+-19#!OE#*',%)%#
/%./%*%1+*#6#1(+67&%#*0''%**#614#+,%#'0//%1+#4/6:+#(:#+,%#1%$#K0/6&#M%3%&(.)%1+#
K%90&6+-(1#\KMK]#./(3-4%*#61#(..(/+01-+2#+(#-1'/%6*%#.62)%1+#/6+%*#72#0.#+(#VUa#
$-+,-1#+,(*%#69/-;%13-/(1)%1+#'(1+/6'+*#-1'(/.(/6+-19#6#'(;(.%/6+-3%#6../(6',5#D*#
+,%#10)7%/#(:#!OE#6..&-'6+-(1*#*+6/+*#+(#4%'&-1%J#+,%#%8-*+-19#+%6)#(:#!())(1#O614#
M%3%&(.)%1+#I::-'%/*#'(0&4#,63%#6#*-91-:-'61+#/(&%#+(#.&62#-1#,%&.-19#+(#4%&-3%/#+,%#
+2.%#(:#)0&+-;:6/)#'(1+/6'+*#1%'%**6/2#+(#4%6&#$-+,#6#/619%#(:#(+,%/#-**0%*#*0',#6*#
$6+%/#B06&-+2#614#+,%#)6169%)%1+#(:#$%+&614*5#
#

VQ
Environment Strategy for Wales (2006). Welsh Government. 
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(xvii).  Further consideration could be given to the possibility of examining 
whether a separate strand of the Glastir AWE could be to be developed in order 
to address the needs of the uplands. D#/619%#(:#6../(6',%*#014%/#+,%#KMK#)62#
7%#/%B0-/%4#+(#)-+-96+%#+,%#%::%'+#(1#)(/%#%8+%1*-3%#*%'+(/*#(:#+,%#:(/+,'()-19#*,-:+#
+(#6/%6#.62)%1+*#014%/#>-&&6/#V5#D*#$-+,#+,%#c.&614#E1+/2#O%3%&#?',%)%#-1#E19&614J#
*0',#61#6../(6',#'(0&4#7%#0*%4#+(#%1*0/%#+,6+#+,%#./(3-*-(1#(:##644-+-(16&#*0..(/+#\#
$,-',#$(0&4#7%#7%#./(3-4%4#-1#/%+0/1#:(/#6#*.%'-:-'#*%+#(:#'())-+)%1+*#(3%/#614#
67(3%#+,(*%#'0//%1+&2#636-&67&%#014%/#+,%#D"E]#-*#'(1*-*+%1+#$-+,#+,%#%'(*2*+%)*#
6../(6',#*%+#(0+#$-+,-1#?0*+6-1-19#6#O-3-19#"6&%*5####

(xviii).  The monitoring of environmental outcomes plays a vital part in 
measuring whether or not scheme objectives are being achieved. ?0',#$(/^#
(:+%1#6..%6/*#&%**#'/-+-'6&#6+#+,%#*+6/+#(:#612#1%$#*',%)%J#70+#7(+,#./%*'/-.+-(1*#614#
./('%40/%*#1%%4#+(#7%#'(1+-10(0*&2#/%3-%$%4#+(#%1*0/%#+,6+#.07&-'#)(1%2#-*#7%-19#
$%&&#*.%1+5#N0-&4-19#+,%#'(*+*#(:#(0+'()%#)(1-+(/-19#-1+(#+,%#(3%/6&&#./(9/6))%#
7049%+#*,(0&4#,%&.#+(#63(-4#+,%#/-*^#+,6+#*0',#$(/^#-*#+/%6+%4#6*#6#h7(&+;(1i#%8+/6#
/6+,%/#+,61#7%-19#4%6&+#$-+,#6*#61#-1+%9/6&#.6/+#(:#+,%#*',%)%5##
#
#
11.  Concluding Remarks 
#
VV5V5# <,%#./(.(*%4#9/%%1-19#(:#>-&&6/#V#/%./%*%1+*#6#*-91-:-'61+#',619%#-1#+,%#
6/',-+%'+0/%#(:#+,%#!D>5##?07b%'+#+(#:0/+,%/#1%9(+-6+-(1*#6+#Ec#&%3%&#-+#-*#.(**-7&%#+,6+#
9/%%1-19#'(0&4#7%#0*%4#+(#%1'(0/69%#:6/)%/*#+(#b(-1#69/-;%13-/(1)%1+#*',%)%*#
\DE?]#72#%1*0/-19#+,6+#+,%2#6/%#%8%).+#:/()#+,%#1%$#/%B0-/%)%1+*#-1#+,%#*6)%#$62#
6*#(/961-'#:6/)%/*5#
#
VV5R5# ",-&*+#!!"#/%'(91-*%*#+,%#4%*-/67-&-+2#(:#)-1-)-*-19#+,%#10)7%/#(:#',619%*#
+(#L&6*+-/J#+,%#./(.(*%4#Ec#/%B0-/%)%1+#+,6+#+,%#>-&&6/#V#9/%%1-19#)%6*0/%*#*,(0&4#
h9(#7%2(14#'/(**#'().&-61'%i#)%61*#+,6+#*()%#:0/+,%/#64b0*+)%1+*#+(#+,%#D"E#6/%#
&-^%&2#+(#7%#1%'%**6/25#G(/#-1*+61'%J#+,%#)(4-:-'6+-(1#(/#+,%#/%)(36&#(:#(.+-(1*#VPN#
614#VPM#$(0&4#*%%)#+(#)6^%#-+#)(/%#&-^%&2#+,6+#+,%#E0/(.%61#!())-**-(1#$-&&#69/%%#
$-+,#+,%#./(.(*-+-(1#+,6+#6&&#.6/+-'-.61+*#-1#L&6*+-/#*,(0&4#7%#%8%).+#:/()#>V#9/%%1-19#
/%B0-/%)%1+*5###
#
VV5Y5# !!"#./%3-(0*&2#$%&'()%4#+,%#0*%#(:#6#+/61*-+-(1#.%/-(4#+(#%1*0/%#+,6+#+,(*%#
'0//%1+&2#.6/+-'-.6+-19#-1#%8-*+-19#69/-;%13-/(1)%1+#*',%)%*#'(0&4#'(1+-10%#$-+,#+,%-/#
%8-*+-19#'())-+)%1+*#0.#01+-&#+,%#%14#(:#+,%#'0//%1+#"KM>5#<-/#L(:6&#69/%%)%1+*#
'(3%/#*()%#VXa#(:#+,%#"%&*,#69/-'0&+0/6&#6/%6J#$,-&*+#)6^-19#6#*-91-:-'61+#
'(1+/-70+-(1#+(#+,%#6',-%3%)%1+#(:#+,%#???e#'(14-+-(1#+6/9%+*5###
#
VV5W5# <,%#%8.-/2#(:#*()%#fUUU#%8-*+-19#69/-;%13-/(1)%1+#'(1+/6'+*#(1#YV*+#
M%'%)7%/#RUVY#)%61*#+,6+#*07*+61+-6&#10)7%/*#(:#:6/)%/*#6/%#+,%1#&-^%&2#6..&2#+(#
L&6*+-/5#N/-19-19#*0',#:6/)*#-1+(#+,%#D"E#*,(0&4#7%#/%&6+-3%&2#*-).&%J#70+#%1*0/-19#
%1+/2#-1+(#+,%#<E#-*#&-^%&2#+(#/%B0-/%#6#*07*+61+-6&#./(b%'+#(::-'%/#/%*(0/'%#-:#&(19#
B0%0%*#6/%#+(#7%#63(-4%45#D1#6&+%/16+-3%#6../(6',#$(0&4#-13(&3%#.0++-19#)(/%#
%).,6*-*#(1#+,%#/(&%#(:#+,%#:6/)%/#614@(/#./-36+%#69%1+*#-1#$(/^-19#0.#4%+6-&%4#
)6169%)%1+#./(.(*6&*5###
#
VV5P5# ?()%#XPa#(:#+,%#&614#6/%6#(:#"6&%*#-*#4%3(+%4#+(#69/-'0&+0/%#614#:(/%*+/2#614#
+,%#/%'%1+#L/%%1#>6.%/#(1#?0*+6-1-19#6#O-3-19#"6&%*#/-9,+&2#6'^1($&%49%4#+,%#
-).(/+61'%#(:#+,%*%#&614#0*%*#$-+,-1#+,%#"%&*,#%'(1()25##<,%#L&6*+-/#*',%)%#
6++%).+*#+(#+6^%#61#%'(*2*+%)#*%/3-'%*#6../(6',#+(#+,%#./(3-*-(1#(:#*0..(/+#+(#+,%#
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:6/)-19#614#:(/%*+/2#*%'+(/*J#70+#,6*#1(+#7%%1#.6/+-'0&6/&2#$%&&#-1+%9/6+%4#-1+(#+,%#
(19(-19#4-*'0**-(1*#(1#16+0/6&#/%*(0/'%*#6*#./()(+%4#72#+,%#L/%%1#>6.%/5#
?0*+6-167&%#&614#)6169%)%1+#.&62*#6#^%2#/(&%#-1#4%&-3%/-19#+,%#%'(*2*+%)#6../(6',#
614#./(3-4-19#6#'&%6/#/(&%#$-+,-1#+,%#4%&-3%/2#(:#L&6*+-/#$(0&4#-)./(3%#+,%#'6.6'-+2#(:#
+,%#1%$#?-19&%#N(42#+(#6',-%3%#-+*#(7b%'+-3%*5

VV5f5# e1#/%*.(14-19#+(#+,%#/%'%1+#"%&*,#L(3%/1)%1+#'(1*0&+6+-(1#(1#H6+0/6&#
K%*(0/'%*#"6&%*VXJ#!!"#*+6+%4#+,6+#“Glastir should have longer-term objectives 
than its predecessor schemes if it is to enable sustainable land management. 
Experience of previous agri-environment schemes shows that Glastir could win 
greater support from farmers and other stakeholders if it was operated at arms-length 
from Government. A duty to operate Glastir should be transferred to the new Body at 
an appropriate date in the near future”. 
#
#
#
#
#
Cyngor Cefn Gwlad Cymru 
Countryside Council for Wales 
May 2012#
#

18
 Copy available on request.  
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!
Evidence to the Environment and Sustainability Committee Inquiry into Glastir 

!
May 2012 

Wales Environment Link (WEL)! #$! %! &'()*+,! *-! '&.#+*&/'&(%0! %&1! 2*3&(+4$#1'! 5*&6
7*.'+&/'&(%0!8+9%&#$%(#*&$!#&!:%0'$;!/*$(!*-!)<*/!<%.'!%&!%006:%0'$!+'/#(=!:>?!#$!*--#2#%004!
1'$#9&%('1!(<'!#&('+/'1#%+4!@*14!@'()''&!(<'!9*.'+&/'&(!%&1!(<'!'&.#+*&/'&(%0!578!$'2(*+!
#&!:%0'$=!A($!.#$#*&!#$!(*!#&2+'%$'!(<'!'--'2(#.'&'$$!*-!(<'!'&.#+*&/'&(%0!$'2(*+!#&!#($!%@#0#(4!(*!
B+*('2(! %&1! #/B+*.'! (<'! '&.#+*&/'&(! (<+*39<! -%2#0#(%(#&9! %&1! %+(#230%(#&9! (<'! .*#2'! *-! (<'!
$'2(*+=!!!
!
:%0'$!>&.#+*&/'&(!?#&,!.%03'$!(<'!*BB*+(3&#(4!(*!(%,'!B%+(!#&!(<#$!#/B*+(%&(!A&C3#+4=!
!
!
1. Aims and Objectives of Glastir 
!
D<'! B+#/%+4! %#/! *-! 70%$(#+! #$! (<'! B+*.#$#*&! *-! B%4/'&(! (*! -%+/'+$! #&! *+1'+! (*! $'23+'! (<'!
'&.#+*&/'&(%0! 9**1$! %&1! $'+.#2'$! (<%(! (<'#+! 0%&1! B+*.#1'$! %@*.'! (<'! 2+*$$62*/B0#%&2'!
@%$'0#&';! )<#0$(! '&%@0#&9! (<'/! (*! 2*&(#&3'! B+*132(#.'! -%+/#&9!)<'+'! %BB+*B+#%('=! E0*&9$#1'!
(<#$! B+#/%+4! %#/! %+'! (%&9#@0'! *@F'2($! -*+! (<'! $2<'/'! (*! 1'0#.'+! @'&'-#($! (*! (<'! :'0$<!
'&.#+*&/'&(=!D<'$'!%+'G!
!

•! D*!/%&%9'!$*#0$!(*!<'0B!2*&$'+.'!*3+!2%+@*&!$(*2,$!%&1!+'132'!$*#0!'+*$#*&!

•! D*!#/B+*.'!)%('+!C3%0#(4!%&1!+'132'!$3+-%2'!+3&!*--!

•! D*!/%&%9'!)%('+!(*!<'0B!+'132'!-0**1!+#$,$!

•! D*!2*&$'+.'!%&1!'&<%&2'!@#*1#.'+$#(4!

•! D*!/%&%9'!%&1!B+*('2(!0%&1$2%B'$!%&1!(<'!<#$(*+#2!'&.#+*&/'&(!

•! D*! 1'.'0*B! &')! *BB*+(3&#(#'$! (*! #/B+*.'! %22'$$! (*;! %&1! 3&1'+$(%&1#&9! *-;! (<'!
2*3&(+4$#1'!

!
A-! (<'!:'0$<! 7*.'+&/'&(! #$! (*! %2<#'.'! #($! )#1'+! HIHI! '&.#+*&/'&(%0! *@0#9%(#*&$! -*+! )%('+;!
9+''&<*3$'!9%$!'/#$$#*&$!%&1!@#*1#.'+$#(4!#&!%11#(#*&!(*!1'.'0*B#&9!$'&$#(#.'!$(')%+1$<#B!*-!
0%&1$2%B'$! #&! :%0'$;! 70%$(#+! /3$(! 1'0#.'+! %$! #&('&1'1=! D<'! ('/B(%(#*&! (*! )%('+! 1*)&! (<'!
$2<'/'J$!'--'2(#.'&'$$!%&1!*@F'2(#.#(4!-*+!$<*+(!('+/!B*B30#$(!*+!B*0#(#2%0!9%#&!/3$(!@'!+'$#$('1!
*(<'+)#$'!#(!@'2*/'$!#&2+'%$#&904!3&0#,'04!(<%(!(<'!$2<'/'!)#00!%@0'!(*!1'0#.'+!%9%#&$(!#($!$(%('1!
*@F'2(#.'$=!K*+!'L%/B0';!.#9*+*3$!%&1!$3$(%#&'1!2*//#(/'&(!(*!(<'!+'$(*+%(#*&!*+!2+'%(#*&!*-!
$3#(%@0'!C3%0#(4!B'+/%&'&(!<%@#(%($;!)<#2<!)#00!@'!-%+/'1!#&!%&!%BB+*B+#%('!)%4;!#$!'$$'&(#%0!(*!
(<'!$322'$$!*-!2*&$'+.%(#*&!%&1!'&<%&2'/'&(!*@F'2(#.'$!-*+!@#*1#.'+$#(4=!
!
A(!$<*301!%0$*!@'!&*('1! (<%(!70%$(#+! #$! (<'!/%#&!/'%&$!*-!1'0#.'+#&9! (<'!:'0$<!7*.'+&/'&(J$!
(%+9'(!(*!2+'%('!"II;III!<%!*-!&')!&%(#.'!)**10%&1!@4!HIMI=!
!
!
!

>&.#+*&/'&(!%&1!N3$(%#&%@#0#(4!O*//#((''

>PNQRS6"M6"H!B%B'+!M!
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!
2. Challenges and Context in Biodiversity  
!
D<'! :'0$<! 7*.'+&/'&(J$! :%0'$! >&.#+*&/'&(! N(+%('94! 1'20%+'$! %! -#+/! 2*//#(/'&(! (*!
%2<#'.#&9! #($! 0'9%0! *@0#9%(#*&! *-! <%0(#&9! @#*1#.'+$#(4! 1'20#&'=! K*00*)#&9! (<'! 2*&203$#*&$! *-! (<'!
EL#$! H! T'.#')! #&! HIIU;! 70%$(#+! )%$! 1'$#9&'1! (*! +'B+'$'&(! %! &')! 2*&(+%2(! @'()''&! (<'!
%9+#230(3+%0! $'2(*+! %&1! (<'! $2<'/'! B+*.#1'+;! #&! )<#2<! B3@0#2! @'&'-#($;! #&2031#&9! @#*1#.'+$#(4!
'&<%&2'/'&(!%+'!B3+2<%$'1=!D<'!$2<'/'!<%$!@''&!1'$#9&'1;!#&!B%+(;!(*!B+*.#1'!(<'!&''1$!-*+!
%!&3/@'+!*-!V+#&2#B%0!W#*1#.'+$#(4!NB'2#'$!%&1!X%@#(%($!#1'&(#-#'1!%$!B+#*+#(#'$!-*+!(<'!$2<'/'=!!
!
D<'!E00!:%0'$!>0'/'&(!QE:>S;!*&!)<#2<!(<#$!$3@/#$$#*&!-*23$'$;!#$!#&('&1'1!(*!2%('+!-*+!(<*$'!
$B'2#'$! (<%(! %+'! )#1'$B+'%1! 4'(! .30&'+%@0';! -*+! 'L%/B0'! Y'00*)<%//'+;! Y'00*)! :%9(%#0;!
%+%@0'!B0%&($;!W+*)&!X%+';!5*2(30'!W%(;!W+*)&!X%#+$(+'%,!%&1!N/%00!V'%+06@*+1'+'1!K+#(#00%+4!
@3(('+-0#'$=!!X*)'.'+;!#(!/3$(!@'!$(%('1!(<%(!$322'$$-30!1'0#.'+4!*-!(<'!D%+9'('1!>0'/'&(!QD>S!*-!
(<'! $2<'/';! 1'$#9&'1! (*! %11+'$$! 1'20#&'$! *-! B+#*+#(4! -%+/0%&1! $B'2#'$! *-! /*$(! 2*&2'+&! #$!
)<*004! 1'B'&1'&(!*&!)<#2<!E:>!*B(#*&$!%+'! #/B0'/'&('1=!D<'!%1*B(#*&!*-! @'&'-#2#%0!E:>!
*B(#*&$!)#00!3&1'+B#&!D%+9'('1!>0'/'&(!<%@#(%(!/%&%9'/'&(!)<#0$(!(<'!%1*B(#*&!*-!(<'!)+*&9!
E:>!*B(#*&$!/%4!%2(3%004!B+'.'&(!(<'!+'C3#+'1!D>!*B(#*&$!-+*/!@'#&9!#/B0'/'&('1=!!

The ability of Glastir to deliver for priority habitats and species was considered during 
the Sustainability Committee’s Inquiry into Biodiversity in Wales (January 2011) and 
Recommendation 8 states that ‘The Welsh Government’s review of the Glastir scheme 
should be utilised to make sure the scheme makes the best possible contribution to the 
achievement of biodiversity targets.’ 
!
A-!)'! 0**,!/*+'! 20*$'04! %(! (<'! &%(3+%0! '&.#+*&/'&(! #&!:%0'$! #(! #$! 20'%+! (*! $''! (<%(! -%+/0%&1!
@#*1#.'+$#(4! #$! 3&1'+! #&2+'1#@0'! B+'$$3+'=! T%B#1! 2<%&9'$! #&! %9+#230(3+%0! /%&%9'/'&(! #&! (<'!
B*$(6)%+!B'+#*1;!1+#.'&!#&!B%+(!@4!OEV!#&2'&(#.'$;!<%.'!+'$30('1!#&!/32<!*-!(<'!:'0$<!-%+/'1!
0%&1$2%B'!@'#&9!3&%@0'! (*!B+*.#1'!%!$3--#2#'&(!%/*3&(!*+!C3%0#(4!<%@#(%(! -*+!%!)#1'! +%&9'!*-!
$B'2#'$=!D<'!:'0$<!K%+/0%&1!W#+1!A&1'L!<%$!+'/%#&'1!@'0*)!#($!@%$'0#&'!0'.'0!-*+!(<'!0%$(!-#.'!
4'%+$=!E0(<*39<!(<'+'!<%$!@''&!$*/'!+'2*.'+4!#&!(<'!/*$(!+'2'&(!4'%+!Q6Z!#&!HI"I!2*/B%+'1!
)#(<!6"[!#&!HII\S;!(<#$!)%$!1+#.'&!B%+(#230%+04!@4!#&2+'%$'$!#&!9'&'+%0#$(!$B'2#'$!$32<!%$!$(*2,!
1*.'! %&1! +**,! (<%(! 2%&! -''1! %&1! @+''1! 3&1'+! %! )#1'! +%&9'! *-! 2*&1#(#*&$=! A&! -%2(;! (<'! (+3'!
B#2(3+'!#$!0#,'04!)*+$'!(<%&!(<#$!@'2%3$'!$*/'!-%+/0%&1!$B'2#%0#$($;!$32<!%$!0%B)#&9$!%&1!+#&9!
*3]'0$;!-*+!)<#2<!B+'.#*3$!$3+.'4$!$<*)!0%+9'!1'20#&'$!Q6[[^!%&1!6_\^!+'$B'2(#.'04S;!%+'!(**!
$2%+2'!(*!@'!#&2031'1!#&!(<'!#&1#2%(*+!@'2%3$'!*-!23++'&(!$/%00!$%/B0'!$#]'$=!
!
N32<!%&!%BB+*%2<!(*!/%&%9#&9!(<'!-%+/'1!'&.#+*&/'&(!#&!:%0'$!#$!B%0B%@04!-%#0#&9!(*!<%0(!%&1!
+'.'+$'!)#010#-'!1'20#&'$=!K*+!'L%/B0';! (<'!23++'&(!%BB+*%2<!#$!&*(!$3#(%@04!'C3#BB'1!(*!/''(!
(<'!+'C3#+'/'&($!*-!E+(#20'$!H;!Z!%&1!R!*-! (<'!W#+1$!`#+'2(#.';!)<#2<!2*00'2(#.'04!%+'!%#/'1!%(!
/%#&(%#&#&9!(<'!B*B30%(#*&$!*-!%00!)#01!@#+1$!%2+*$$!(<'#+!&%(3+%0!+%&9'G!
!

•! a''(#&9!(<'!'2*0*9#2%0;!230(3+%0!%&1!$2#'&(#-#2!+'C3#+'/'&($!*-!%00!)#01!@#+1$!QE+(#20'!HS!

•! D%,#&9!/'%$3+'$!(*!B+'$'+.';!/%#&(%#&!*+! +'6'$(%@0#$<!%!$3--#2#'&(!1#.'+$#(4!%&1!%+'%!*-!
<%@#(%($!-*+!%00!)#01!@#+1$!(*!/''(!(<*$'!+'C3#+'/'&($;!#&2031#&9!<%@#(%(!/%&%9'/'&(;!+'6
'$(%@0#$</'&(!%&1!2+'%(#*&!QE+(#20'!ZS!

•! D%,#&9!$B'2#%0!2*&$'+.%(#*&!/'%$3+'$!2*&2'+&#&9!(<'!<%@#(%($!*-!E&&'L!A!%&1!/#9+%(*+4!
$B'2#'$! (*! '&$3+'! (<'#+! $3+.#.%0! %&1! +'B+*132(#*&! #&! (<'#+! %+'%! *-! 1#$(+#@3(#*&! b)<#2<!
0*9#2%004!#&2031'$!%00!<%@#(%(!2*&$'+.%(#*&!/'%$3+'$!$'(!*3(!#&!E+(#20'!Zc!QE+(#20'!RS!

!
W#+1$!`#+'2(#.'!2%$'60%)!/%,'$!#(!20'%+!(<%(!/'%$3+'$!1'B0*4'1!(*!1'0#.'+!(<'$'!+'C3#+'/'&($!
$32<!%$!70%$(#+!/3$(!@'!'LB0#2#(!%&1! (%+9'('1=!W4!/%,#&9!$2<'/'$!(**!9'&'+#2!*+!@3#01#&9! #&!
$(+32(3+%0! 1'-'2($! (<%(! )#00! 20'%+04! 3&1'+/#&'! (<'! %#/$! *-! $32<!/'%$3+'$;!7*.'+&/'&(! +#$,$!
@+'%2<#&9! (<'! +'C3#+'/'&($! *-! (<'! `#+'2(#.'=!D<'! *&9*#&9! 1'20#&'! 'LB'+#'&2'1! @4! /%&4!
-%+/0%&1!@#+1! $B'2#'$! #&!:%0'$! #$! 20'%+!'.#1'&2'! (<%(;! (*!1%(';! (<'$'! +'C3#+'/'&($!<%.'!&*(!
@''&! /'(=! N3@$(%&(#.'! $(+'&9(<'&#&9! %&1! +'6$(+32(3+#&9! *-! %9+#6'&.#+*&/'&(! #$! +'C3#+'1! (*!
'&$3+'!(<'!'2*0*9#2%0!+'C3#+'/'&($!*-!-%+/0%&1!@#+1$!%&1!*(<'+!)#010#-'!%+'!1'%0(!)#(<=!!!
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The combinations of management prescriptions that will secure the recovery of many 
farmland species are known. Failure to act on those prescriptions and to perpetuate 
wildlife declines must not be tolerated and could constitute a knowing breach of 
European legislation such as the Birds Directive. 
!
3. Rees Review Panel 

:>?!<%$!%0)%4$!@''&!%!$(+*&9!$3BB*+('+!*-!70%$(#+;!%&1!*3+!/'/@'+$<#B!2*&(#&3'$!(*!2*//#(!
$3@$(%&(#%0!(#/'!%&1!'&'+94!)*+,#&9!)#(<!:'0$<!7*.'+&/'&(!(*!1'.'0*B!(<'!$2<'/'=!X*)'.'+;!
:>?!)%$!1#$%BB*#&('1! (*! 0'%+&! (<%(! (<'!2*/B*$#(#*&!*-! (<'!Rees Review!Panel!)%$!<'%.#04!
*+#'&(%('1!(*)%+1$!(<'!%9+#230(3+%0!$'2(*+!%&1!(<%(!&*!+'B+'$'&(%(#.'$!-+*/!:>?!)'+'!#&.#('1!(*!
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4. Specific Areas of Concern 

4.1. Options 
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4.2. Regional Packages 
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4.3. Payment Options 
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4.4. Barriers to Uptake 
!
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4.5. CAP Reform 
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4.6. Less Favoured Area and High Nature Value 
!
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Introduction 

This response is made on behalf of the Soil Association and produced by its policy 

department.  The Soil Association is the main organisation for organic food and farming 

in the UK, and is a membership charity with over 27,000 members including 

approximately 4000 farmer members.  The Soil Association also owns an accredited 

organic certification company. The area of organically managed land in Wales stood at 

124,681 ha at the end of 2010. Most is fully organic with only 5,099 ha in conversion. 

This represents just over 8% of the agricultural land area1 (the highest percentage in the 

UK). The Soil Association certifies around 30,800 ha of this land. This response focuses 

on the impact of the Glastir scheme on organic farmers. 

 

Nb. Given the short amount of time for this consultation we have not been able to fully 

consult our members on these questions as we would have wished to do. Therefore the 

views given are based on a small number of our producer members, the Welsh Organic 

Group including Organic Centre Wales and other key stakeholders. 

Overview  

We welcome the fact that there is now a specific organic maintenance fund within 

Glastir. We also support the fact that in the interim, existing Organic Farming Scheme 

participants in Wales have been invited to extend their existing participation until 2013, 

and that application windows for the Organic Conversion Scheme were set. We back the 

provision of surgeries which were set up to assist farmers with the Glastir process, 

though do not have data on how useful this service was to organic farmers or how widely 

it was used. 

There is still much uncertainty about the future of support for Welsh organic farmers 

post 2014. This uncertainty is having a negative impact on producers in Wales. A recent 

(as yet unpublished) report of survey results from Organic Centre Wales (OCW) shows 

that in the previous two Welsh producer surveys, the percentage of producers indicating 

they intend to cease organic farming in the next five years increased from 18% in 2009, 

to 36% in 2010, and this has risen to 42% in 20112. The main concerns were identified 

as lower agri-environment payments for organic farming through the Glastir scheme and 

uncertainty of CAP reform in general. The Graig Producers group Glastir survey 

(conducted in October 2010) also asked for producers to indicate their future organic 

                                                           
1 Soil Association Organic Market report 2011 
2 Organic Centre Wales, 2011 producer survey (not yet published) 
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farming intentions and 29% stated they intended to withdraw from organic production 

with another 33% uncertain.  

 

Views of the scheme 

Partly as a result of the various iterations of the scheme, there is a view amongst 

farmers that the Glastir scheme is complicated and difficult to access, this view is 

compounded by the fact that the guidance documents are long and seemingly difficult to 

understand. This view has prevented large number of farmers from entering the scheme.  

Specific issues 

• There is a lot of confusion amongst farmers because the Tir Gofal scheme 

included a capital works scheme which was appreciated because the money to 

fund the project could be claimed money could be claimed when the project was 

completed. The meant a strong element of stability for the farmer. Under the 

Glastir proposal, such payments are spread over five years in a points 

remuneration scheme. Farmers feel that this has not been explained adequately. 

Despite the fact that a higher payment is received if this is calculated over the 

five years,  farmers have suggested that a preferable alternative  is for the 

scheme to revert to a capital works programme, rather than having to wait until 

at least year three or four of the scheme to be remunerated. 

 

Suggested methods of improving the scheme  

 

•  It is recommend that that the Welsh Government re-visit the Rees Roberts report 

and adopt as many of the proposed recommendations as possible.  

 

In particular there was a suggestion to support a high sugar grass / red clover 

option. This was included because it was calculated that using such varieties is 25 

% more efficient when producing 1 kg of meat and therefore reduces emissions 

signficantly.  We strongly urge that this proposal from the Rees Roberts report is 

taken forward. 

 

It was also recommended that road and farm boundary hedges are allowed as 

part of the scheme. This is an area which farmers take pride in and would 

welcome an opportunity to improve their hedges and fences via the Glastir 

scheme. 

 

• There is a lack of flexibility in the scheme. One example of this is the inability to 

add additional land into the Glastir scheme once a farmer has entered into a 

contract. This aspect needs to be improved to allow farmers the flexibility of 

renting or purchasing extra land. It has been suggested that there could be a five 

year break clause, but in theory it appears that once the targeted scheme is 

introduced in two years, farmers could be locked into a seven year contract, 

which could have significant implications on a farm business. 

 

• ACRES offer letters have been received by a relatively large number of farmers 

but it appears that there is a heavy burden of bureaucracy and cost on farmers 

during the grant application process.  For example employing a consultant to 

produce a nutrient management plan costs around £500.00 per day. A consultant 

must also be employed to give a soil sampling appraisal for the farm and a very 

expensive specification of the BSI standard for slurry pits is making some projects 

unviable, even with the aid of the grant. 
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• There is a view amongst farmers that there hasn’t been enough openness about 

the development of the Targeted Element.  It is our view that denying Tir Gofal 

farmers access to the Targeted Element is a mistake because these farmers 

would have acted as beacons of good practice within their communities to 

promote elements of the scheme that can help them make up income lost 

income. This loss of income is especially acute in LFA areas a result of losing Tir 

Mynydd.   Tir Gofal farmers have been more proactive in agri-evironment 

schemes and could have encouraged their neighbours to enter Glastir.   

 

• There needs to be increased flexibility within the points system to allow for 

different size fields from year to year within arable options.  One suggestion is to 

allow for a 10% increase within each individual option for a farmer to add area if 

the field is the wrong size. 

 

• We also suggest that there should be an increase in the unsprayed option 

payment to assist organic farmers in off- setting their decreased yield as a result 

of weed contamination.  

 

•  It would make it easier for farmers to plan for the future if both targeted and all 

Wales elements begin on the same date. 

 

Payment Rates  

Our major request for organic farmers is  that the organic maintenance payment that 

has already been promised be provided and for  the level of this payment to be at least 

in line with that paid in England, Scotland, and indeed the rest of the EU 27. 

One of our major concerns regarding the scheme as it stands is that the payment rates 

being received by Welsh Farmers (along with those in England, Scotland and Northern 

Ireland) are the lowest in the EU3 (see graphs below). New research, commissioned and 

published (in press) commissioned by DG Agri (European Commission) confirms this 

(Sanders 2012)4. 

                                                           
3 Gerald Schwarz, Hiltrud Nieberg und Jürn Sanders (2010), Organic Farming Support 

Payments in the EU, Landbauforschung vTI Agriculture and, Forestry Research, Germany 

 
4 Use and efficiency of public support measures addressing organic farming’ 

commissioned and published by DG Agri (European Commission). Research by the 

Johann Heinrich von Thünen (vTI) Federal Research Institute for Rural Areas, Forestry 

and Fisheries, Germany, Forschungsinstitut für biologischen Landbau (FiBL), Switzerland, 

and Organic Research Centre (ORC) United Kingdom 
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Payments rates through the Organic Farming Conversion Scheme appear to be too low 

to attract significant numbers of farmers into organic conversion (as evidenced by the 

low uptake of the OFCS scheme since its inception in 2009), and to retain farmers in 

organic certification at the end of their current 5 year agreements. In a recent survey 

conducted by OCW5, 42% of farmers said they were considering reversion to 

conventional farming at the end of their agreement if payments remained at their 

present level. Through a separate measure for organic farming (within the current round 

of CAP reform), payments can, and should, be enhanced 

 

Lack of support for organic farming 

 

The Welsh Government should welcome the organic market as an important growth area 

for the Welsh economy, recognise the vital role played by organic farmers and food 

businesses in creating this growth, and support organic businesses with the same 

enthusiasm as with other small but rapidly growing areas of the economy. 

 

Strong governmental support for organic farming, and the subsequent benefits it can 

bring to the environment and economy has been extremely noticeable in a number of 

European countries.  

The global production of organic food is set to grow substantially, with the organic 

market frequently cited as one of the most significant growth markets in the food 

industry. This potential is demonstrated in Austria, Denmark, France, Germany and 

Switzerland where sales of organic food continued to grow in 2009, despite the 

recession. In the UK, sales fell, although they are now recovering. A range of factors 

may explain the recent decline of the UK organic market compared to our European 

neighbours, but the passive role of successive UK governments in supporting organic 

food and farming is one of the reasons commonly given. In contrast, most European 

countries have acted confidently to normalise and champion organic food and farming6. 

Despite the support of the Welsh government, particularly in the past, the current low 

level of payments to organic farmers is putting Welsh farmers at a disadvantage in 

comparison to their European neighbours. 

Benefits of organic farming 

We are pleased to have the support of Alun Davies AM through the transition of the 

Glastir scheme, particularly in his public statement:  

“I am committed to ensuring a sustainable organic sector in Wales”. This statement 

demonstrates the Welsh Government’s commitment to organic farming and food. It 

should give confidence to farmers in Wales that their decision to become organic is in 

line with, and will be supported by, future farming policy. It is another boost to the 

organic industry – which has much to be positive about. 

As outlined in the statement above, organic farming supports all of the environmental 

and social outputs the Welsh Government requires from the food and system: but 

that the market does not pay for, such as biodiversity, landscape, access, carbon, 

water and emissions management). Therefore organic farmers should be adequately 

remunerated for providing these benefits. 

 

                                                           
5 Moakes, S; Fowler, S (2011) ‘Welsh Organic Producer Survey 2011’ Institute of 

Biological, Environmental and rural Sciences 
6 Soil Association (2010) ‘Lazy Man of Europe’, Soil Association 
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Organic farming has proven environmental benefits which are widely accepted, for 

example by the European Court of Auditors7, and the Welsh Government who have 

invested in organic support schemes since 1999. 

Organic farming benefits the Welsh economy, for example, (in England and Wales 

organic farming generally creates over 70% more jobs than non-organic farming8). 

 

We believe that the Welsh Government should support agricultural practices 

that use natural resources in a rational way: 

 

• water: no depletion or pollution of ground water, no use of river water that leaves 

rivers running low, and no pollution of rivers  

• soil: conservation and improvement, not degradation  

• wildlife on farms: conservation and enhancement, not decline  

• landscape: conservation and positive changes to increase diversity, not 

destruction of valued landscape features like hedges  

• climate: encourage farming practices that store carbon in soils and that rely on 

renewable fertility and energy, not fossil-fuel based fertility  

• no use of any persistent, bio-accumulative, hormone disrupting pesticides  

• highest standards of farm animal welfare. 

 

We believe that organic farming can play a key role in delivering the numerous public 

goods which Welsh citizens expect as part of the farm business. As a system, organic 

farming can deliver all (or almost all) of the above objectives much more efficiently than 

an approach which relies on a myriad of policy interventions which attempt achieve each 

one separately.  

 

The compliance costs of organic systems (inspection and certification) are already 

effectively met by organic farmers and growers themselves – not taxpayers. Therefore 

we urge the government to support new and existing Welsh organic farmers by ensuring 

equality across EU nations in terms of support payment levels. 

 

CAP reform 

We understand that the as yet unknown outcomes of the current round of CAP reform 

negotiations may have impacts on the Glastir scheme post 2014.  Despite this, we urge 

the Welsh Government to formulate the architecture of the scheme which will support 

organic farmers post 2014 as soon as possible to enable Welsh organic farmers to plan 

for the future, secure in the knowledge that they will receive adequate payments for the 

services they provide which are in line with the rest of the EU member states. 

 

  

 

                                                           
7 European court of Auditors (2011): ‘Is agri-environment support well designed and 

managed?’ Special report No. 7 
8 England and Wales under organic agriculture: how much food could be produced?, 

University of Reading, 2009 
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